
REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATION 


) . Grievant: Class Action 
In the Matter ofthe Arbitration ) 

) Post Office: Rockville~ MD .. Main 
between ) 

) USPS Case #KI1N-4K-CI5230700 
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ) 

) BRANCH Case #SO-15-SLS7 
and ) 

.') DRT #13-350725 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ) 
LEITER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO ) 

) 

BEFORE: Tobie Braverman ARBITRATOR 
APPEARANCES: 

For the U.S. Postal Service: James A. Martin 

For the Union: Alton R. Branson 

Place ofHearing: Rockville, MD. 
Date ofHearing: Maroh2, 2016 

AWARD: The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy 
in the amount of 51,500.00.. Grievant Southerland and Saint-Aimee shall be paid the sum of 
$20.00 per day from June 4,2015 through October 19,2015. The Employer is ordered to take all 
necessary steps to insure that future 'pay adjustments are paid within twenty--eight days of 
grievance settlements. 

Date ofAward: March 24, 2016 

PANEL: USPS Capital Metro Are8./NALC Region 13 

Award Summary 

The Employer's repeated failure timely make agreed upon pay adjustments violates Article 15 of 
the National Agreement, deprives the employees ofcompensation due, ~d results in harm to the 
Union, both in termS ofcredibility and expense in pursuing otherwise unnecessary grievances, 
warranting a monetary remedy. 

Tobie B~ennan 
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The grievance here is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms ofthe grievance 

arbitration provisions ofthe Collective Bargaining Agreement ofthe parties. Hearing was held at 

Rockville, Maryland on March 2, 2016. The parties argued their respective positions orally at the 

conclusion of hearing, and the hearing was declared closed on that ~te. The parties stipulated 

.that the matter is properly before the Arbitrator. The parties further stipulated that the issue before 

the Arbitrator for decision, is as follows: 

What is the appropriate remedy for Management's repeated violations ofArticle 15 by 

failing to timely process agreed upon pay adjustments in a timely manner? 

FAc.IS 

The facts of this case are straight forWard and, for the most part, undisputed. On May 7, 

2015 the parties resolved a grievance ~t Formal Step A regarding ov~me for two non-overtime 

desired list employees, Rodney Southerland and Roland Saint Aimie. That resolution required 

that the two be paid a premium on their base (ate ofpay. Specifically, the amounts to be paid . . 

were $144.85 to Southerland and $79.91 to Saint Aimie. It is further undisputed that these parties 

have agreed that payments on grievance settlements are to be paid within twenty-eight days ofthe 

settlement. The instant grievance,.which was filed because payment had not yet been made, was 

discussed with supervision at Informal Step A on July 9,2015, and heard at Formal Step A on 

. September 22,2015. As of that date, there had still been no payment as agreed in the settlement. 

The grievance was appealed, and the B Team resolved the grievance in part, awarding the 

amounts noted above to the two carriers. The B Team processed the paYment directly, and 
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Southerland and Saint Aimie were paid on October 19,2015. The B Team impassed the 

grievance however, as to the additional monetary remedies which the Union requested both on 

behalfof the two letter carriers as well as the Union. Specifically, the Union requested payment 

of$20.00 per day from June 4 until the agreed payments were made as well as lump sum 

payments in the amount of$300.00 to each ofthe carriers, as well as payment to the Union in the 

amount of$l,Soo.OO. 

Union President Kenneth Lerch testified at hearing that this office has a history of failing 

to make timely pa~ents on grievance settlements. He identified a substantial number of Step B 

decisions which were provided to the B Team in his contentions in this grievance on this point. 

The Union additionally provid~d a substantial number of arbitration awards between these parties 

from regional arbitrators which awarded a monetary payments to both Grievants and the Union as 

a result of the Employer' s repeat~ failures to take timely action on payments and. other remedies 

either agreed upon or ordered, and repeated failures to comply with other contractual requirements 

such as providing information and meeting on grievances. Lerch testified that, while the 

Employer complains about the number ofgrievances filed, the Union is required to file multiple 

grievances in order to enforce grievance settlements and B Team decisions, costing resources and 

time. 

Supervisor Custo~er Sevices, DeWan Pinthiere,.testified that she began a detail at 

Rockville in November, 2015. Among her duties has been to help manage the pay adjustment 

process, so that pay adjustments are proces~d and paid in a timely manner. She testified that the 

situation had been improving, but recently regressed when she was advised that the individual 

who was signatory to each grievance settlement was obligated to sign the pay request before it 
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could be processed. She additionally testified that there is a plan to bring in another person to 

process payments, but, at the time ofhearing, there had been a delay in his assignment. As a 

result, while the timely payment ofpay adjustments had been improving, that progress appears to 

have stopped for now. 

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES 

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden ofproofto demonstrate that 

the remedy requested should be awarded. The evidence clearly'demonstrated that the Employer 

failed to pay the employees in a timely fashion. The parties have agreed that pay adjustments will 

be completed within twenty-eight days, or two pay periods. There is no evidence that this time is 

unreasonable. Despite settling the grievances and agreeing to pay, the Employer has repeatedly 

failed to timely pay. This, together with the many demonstrated previous similar violations, 

warrants the remedy requested. Management in Rockville continues to disregard contractual 

obligations The Union is forced to repeatedly file grievances in order to force compliance. There 

must be progressive compensation awarded in a continuing effort to impress upon management 

that it must adhere to its contractual obligations. While there was a period ofsome improvement 

in the situation, it has again regressed as a result ofnew requirements and lack oftraining. ,This 

situation not only costs the employee who is not paid, but creates additional expense for the Union 

and exposes the Union to duty offair representation liability. As a result ofthe Employer's 

continued, repeated and persistent failure to comply, the ~ting remedy here should be 

awarded. The employees involved should be awarded $20.00 per day from the date the pay 
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adjustments should have been paid until the date on which they were paid as well as a $3.00.00 

lump sum payment each, and the Union should be awarded $1,500.00. 

EmplOYer Position: The Employer argues that although the B Team found aviolation of 

Articles 15 in failing to pay the pay adjustments in a timely manner, the impasse on the issue of 

retI!edy indicates that there was disagreement on the issue ofthe propriety ofthe remedy sought in 

this case. The Union's request for relief is out of line with the harm done and represents a 

windfall to both the two individual letter carriers and the Union. The purpose ofa remedy is to 

make the harmed parties whole. The requested monetary payments here g~ far beyond that, and 

are punitive in nature. There is no contractual language which supports such punitive relief, and it 

is therefore inappropriate. Additionally, the evidence demonstrated that the Employer is making 

a sincere and concerted effort to improve and correct the situation. Although the progress has 

been slow due to the unavailability ofperso~l and the need for various individuals to sign . 

requests for pay adjustments, progress has been made, and Union Steward Sergio Lemus 

acknowledged this fact. This too should be taken into consideration and should militate against 

the requested remedy. The grievance should be denied in its entirety. 

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PBOVISI<m"S 

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE 

IS.3.A The partie~ expect that good faith observance, by their respective 
representatives, ofthe principles and procedures set forth above will result in 
resolution ofsubstantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible 
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end ..... 

J-CAM 15-8 A Step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from . 
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which the grievance arose. For this pUrposed, precedent means that the decision is 
relied upon in dealing with subsequent similar cases to avoid the ,repetition of 
disputes on similar issues that have been previously decided in that installation. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

As noted above, the sole issue in this case is that ofthe appropriate remedy for the 

Employer's failure to timely provide the agreed upon pay adjustments for two letter carriers. 

There is no question but that the Employer agreed to the resolution ofan overtime grievance for 

the two on May 7, 2015, but never processed the pay adjustment as agreed. When the employees 

had still not been paid one month later, a grievance was' filed, but the pay adjustment was still not 

processed at that time. It was not until it was processed by the B Team that the two employees 

were finally paid in October, 2015, some four months after the agreed upon time. Were this an 

isolated or unusual occurrence, that would end the inquiry in this case. As the Employer urges, 

the purpose of a remedy in arbitration is generally to correct a breach and restore the parties to the 

status quo ante. An occasional delay may occur for any number ofreasons, and that alone does 

not warrant an additional monetary remedy. 

The evidence is clear in this case, however, as evidenced by the sheer number ofB Team 
, ' 

decisions as well as in a number ofother similar cases between these parties heard by this 
. ' 

Arbitrator and other'regional arbitrators, that this incident is far from an isolated mistake. Rather, 

it is a common, ongoing and intractable problem at this office. In fact, the Arbitrator has heard 

sirirllar testimony concerning the Employer's efforts to improve con~ compliance in regard 

to issues relating to processing and payment ofgrievances as well as other related issues in several 
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ofthose cases over the past several years. And while the Arbitrator does not doubt the sincerity of 

those efforts, the fact ofthe matter is ~t ther~ has been little quantifiable improvement. The 

circumstances ofthis case demonstrate that to date, those efforts have simply not been effective to 
\ 

remedy the situation. In fact, the Union provided a number ofgrievances regarding the same issue 

subsequent to this one as proof that matters have not improved in any substantial way. 

As this Arbitrator has stated previously, it is clear that these parties have considered and 
acknowledged that there are occasions in which an award ofa monetary remedy is appropriate in 

order to impress upon management the need for future contractual compliance. In particular, the 

parties have utilized this approach in instances wherein there have been repeated and egregious 

instances ofnoncompliance. A number ofrecent grievances have in fact been resolved by these 

parties with an agreement to pay the affected employees $20.00 dollars per day and the Union 

$1,500.00. 

Just as the Employer has failed to demonstrate any substantial sea change in the relations 

in this office, the Union did not present any substantive evidence in support ofthe lump sum 

payments of $300.00 to the two carriers involved. While it is clear that they were denied pay to 

w~ich they were entitled for more than four months, th~ was no compelling argument to support 

the additional lump sum payment. The payment of$20.00 per day is already an escalation ofthe 

remedy from prior amoWlts, and should be more than sufficient to both compensate for the 

undue delay and to encourage future compliance by the Employer. 

As to the payment to the Union, the requested $1,500.00 is additionally an escalated 

remedy over past amounts. The parties have, however, agreed to the payment ofthis sum to the 

Union in a number ofsettlements presented at hearing. As this Arbitrator has noted in other 
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decisions on this issue, the Employer's serial non-compliance with· con'tfclCtuaI obligations clearly 

banns the Union in two important respects. First, it requires the time and expense involved in 

processing a grievance to obtain payments to which the Employer has already agreed. Second and 

third generation grievances to enforce prior grievance settlements should be required in only the 

rarest ofcircumstances. In this office, they are a routine necessity, and they undoubtedly require a 

great deal ofadditional time and expense on the part of the Union. As importantly, the Union's 

inability to obtain reasonable and timely compliance by the Employer serves to undermine the 

Union's credibility with the members it is obligated to represent, and, as the Union notes, opens it 

to potential claims ofbreach of its duty offair representation. For these reasons, the payment of 

the sum of $1,500.00 to the Union in this case is warranted. 

AWARJ) 

The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in 

the amount ofSl,500.00 .. Grievant Southerland and Saint-Aimee shall be paid the sum ofS20.00 

per day from June 4, 2015 through October 19,2015. The Employer is ordered to take all 

necessary steps to insure that future pay adjustments are paid ~tbin twenty-eight days of 

, grievance settlementS. 

... d'" \ 
Dated: March 24, 2016 /~--.-

. Tobie Bravennan, Arbitrator 
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REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL 


In the Matter of the Arbitration ) Grievant: Ester Austin/Contract 
) 

between ) Post Office: Friendship Station 
) 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ) USPS No.: KllN-4K-D 15225490 
) BRANCH GRlEVANCE NO.:142FS1605215 
) NALC DRTNo.: 13-344226 

and ) 
) 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ) 
LETTER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO ) 

) 

BEFORE: ARBITRATOR ELLEN S. SALTZMAN 

APPEARANCES: 

For the U. S. Postal Service: Ms. lamelle Wood, Labor Relations Specialist 
Ms. Linda Williams, Technical Assistant 

For the Union: Mr. Joseph Hemy, Local Business Agent, NALC Region 13 

Place of Hearing: 900 Brentwood Road, Washington, D.C. 

Date of Hearing: December 8, 2015 

AWARD: Sustained 

Date of Award: December 31, 2015 

PANEL: NALC Region '13/USPS Capital Metro Area Regular Panel 

Award Summary 

1. The appropriate compensatory monetary remedy for Management's 
failure to meet at the F omlal Step A meeting is payment of five hundred 
dollars ($500.00) to NALC Branch 142. 

2. Managen1ent is Ordered to Cease and Desist from failing to meet and 
participate in Formal Step A meetings in accordance with the National 
Agreement. 

Ellen S. Saltzman, Esq. 
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In accordance with the 2011 National Agreement between the National 

Association ofLetter Carriers & the United States Postal Service, (Joint Exhibit 

No.1), the Undersigned was selected to hear and finally decide the Union's claim 

that the Union's requested ren1edy is warranted in this matter. 

The issues as originally stated in the Step B Decision, (Jt. 2, p.2): 

1. Did Management have just cause to issue the Grievant a 
16.7 Non-DutylNon-Pay on June 10,2015 for Pilferage (petty 
theft)? If so, what shall the ren1edy be? Violations may 
include, but are not limited to: Articles 2,3,5,15,16,17,19 and 
31 of the National Agreement. 

2. Did Management AGAIN violate Article 15.2 when they 
failed to schedule a Formal A meeting? And if so, what shall 
the remedy be? 

3. Did Management violate Article 31.3 of the National 
Agreement when they failed to give the Union information on 
this case? And if so, what shall the remedy be? 

The B team resolved this case in part. It resolved and ordered, (Jt.2, p.2) 

DECISION: The Step B Team has decided the RESOLVE 
this case in part and declare and IMPASSE in part. 

RESOL VE: Based on the documentation contained in the case 
file, the Team has determined that Management did not 
demonstrate just cause to issue discipline in this instance. 
Accordingly, the Grievant will be made "whole" for all lost 
wages and benefits incurred as a result of the Emergency 
Placement (EP) action. The pay adjustment shall be processed 
no later than August 14, 2015 with a copy provided to the 
Union. The "Notice of Emergency Placement" dated June 11, 
2015 shall be rescinded and expunged from Grievant's Official 
Personnel File (OPF). No other remedy is granted. 

IMPASSED - The Team was unable to reach common ground 
in their discussion of an appropriate remedy for the 
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Managements failure to meet at Formal A. On this issue the 
Step B Team has decided to declare an IMPASSE. 

At the hearing, the parties stipulated to the only remaining issue before this 

Arbitrator to be: 

Issue: What shall be the appropriate remedy for Management's failure to 

meet at the Formal Step A Meeting? 

The parties were represented and were afforded a full and fair opportunity to 

present relevant evidence, to present witnesses and to cross-examine. The 

witnesses were sworn. Witnesses for the Union: Latisha Weir, Shop Steward & 

Formal A Representative and Robert. D. Williams, President, NALC Branch 142. 

Management did not present any witness. 

The Arbitrator has given full and fair consideration to all arguments 

made by the parties and all facts of record and all cited contractual provisions 

in deciding this grievance. 

Based on all of the evidence presented and arguments made, the Arbitrator 

renders this Opinion and Award. 

RELEVANT PROVISONS: 


ARTICLE 15 OF THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT 


BACKGROUND 

This grievance was originally filed for three issues as stated herein. The B 

team resolved all but one issue that remains. The remaining issue concerns an 

appropriate remedy for Management's failure to meet at Formal Step A. 
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Management acknowledges that it did not meet at Formal Step A. 

The Incident date is 6/11/2015. Informal Step A of the grievance was 

initiated on 6/25/2015; the Formal Step A meeting was N/A; the grievance was 

received at Step B on 7/13/2015 and the Step B Decision of 

RESOLVE/IMPASSE is dated 7/24/2015. 

CONTENTIONS OF THE UNION 

The Union states that the Step B Team agreed that Management violated 

Article 15.2 of the National Agreement by failing to meet at F onnal Step A. In its 

opening statement, the Union quotes the Step B Team, (Jt.2.pg.3) in pertinent part: 

Adherence to the Dispute Resolution Process (DRP) is not 
optional and the parties are contractually mandated to meet at 
each Step of the DRP, in order to share infonnation and attempt 
to resolve issues at the lowest possible level. 

The Union asserts that evidence and testimony will show that Management 

has a history of blatantly, willfully, wantonly, and egregiously violating the 

Dispute Resolution Process by failing, in accordance with Article 15.2, to schedule 

and meet at Fonnal Step A of the grievance-arbitration procedure. Management 

had demonstrated by repeatedly thwarting the "procedural due process" rights of, 

but not limited to, each of the Grievant's cited in this grievance file (Jt. Exhibit 2) 

thus forcing the Union to repeatedly expend its financial resources and manpower 

to seek a relnedy for such violations in costly arbitration. 

The Union asserts that the parties' relationship is damaged by management's 

repetitive disregard of its obligations under the contract and that the Union's 

reputation with its membership is injured due to the Union's inability to get 
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Management to comply. 


For all the above reasons, the Union requests a $500.00 compensatory 


remedy paid to N ALe Branch 142 and a cease and desist order. 


CONTENTIONS OF MANAGEMENT 

Management agrees that the Washington D.C. Post Office installations have 

not performed as they should and have nlany times failed to meet at F onnal Step 

. A. Management acknowledges that it makes mistakes but thinks that it is already 

remedied as the contract provides that the Union can move the grievance to the 

next level: Article 15.3C. 

Management remarks that the record presented by the Union does not 

indicate that remedies of $300.00 and $500.00 have been awarded for violations 

taking place at Friendship, the location of this instant grievance. However, 

Management is also not stating that Friendship has not made these mistakes and 

Management acknowledges that Friendship is one of the installations in 

Washington D.C. 

While not excusing the failure of Vincent Clark, the Station Manager at 

Friendship and Formal Step A designee to meet at Formal Step A, testimony has 

revealed that there could be twelve grievances a week to respond to and that Mr. 

Clark also has the job of moving the mail. 

Management's position is that the record does not indicate repetitive failures 

at the Friendship Installation and therefore, the requested remedy would be 

punitive. 
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DISCUSSION & OPINION 

The only issue is that of a remedy. The Union has requested a monetary 

compensatory remedy and an Order to Cease and Desist. Management has asserted 

a remedy is already provided in the contract for Management's violation of failing 

to meet with the Union at the Formal Step A and that any other remedy would be 

punitive, especially because the Friendship D.C. Installation is not shown in the 

evidence to be a repetitive offender. As discussed below, I agree with the Union 

that a compensatory remedy is warranted in this matter as well as an Order to 

Cease and Desist. 

1.THE PURPOSE OF THE GRIEVANCE PROCESS and ARTICLE 15.2 

Article 15 describes the procedures to be followed in the Grievance

Arbitration Process. The reason for these specific procedures is to accomplish the 

parties agreed to goal to resolve all grievances at the lowest possible step. 

As stated in Article 15.3A: 

The parties expect that good faith observance, by their 
respective representatives, of the principles and procedures set 
forth above will result in resolution of substantially all 
grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible step and 
recognize their obligation to achieve that end. At each step of 
the process the parties are required to jointly review the Joint 
Contract Administration Manual (JCAM). 

Specifically,Article 15.2 - Formal Step A, details the responsibilities of 

each party for participating in and working together in good faith to fulfill their 

obligations to resolve all grievances at the lowest possible step. 
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At Formal Step A, the installation head or designee1 will meet within seven 

(7) days2 with the Union Representative. Both the Union Representative and 

Designee shall have the authority to resolve the grievance as a result of 

compromise or discussions at this Step and also shall have authority to resolve the 

grievance in whole or in part. Procedures for both parties are detailed. 

The procedures of Formal Step A did not happen because Designee Vincent 

Clark did not schedule the Formal Step A meeting and did not respond to Union 

Steward's Latisha Weir's follow-up requese. 

As well stated by the Step B Team, (Jt.2, p.3) "Adherence to the Dispute 

Resolution Process (DRP) is not optional and the parties are contractually 

mandated to meet at each Step of the DRP ... " 

2. DOES THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT PROVIDE A REMEDY FOR 
MANAGEMENT'S FAILURE TO MEET AT FORMAL STEP A? 

Management asserts that Article 15.3C provides such a remedy: 

Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a 
decision in any of the Steps of this procedure within the time 
herein provided (including mutually agreed to extension 
periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step 
of the grievance-arbitration process. 

I do not agree for the following reasons. Article 15.3C only provides that a 

grievance can continue through the process if and when there is a failure by the 

Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision within the time provided. 

1 In this matter unrebutted testimony indicates that Postmaster Gerald Roane designated Vincent 

Clark as the Formal Step A designee at the Friendship installation 


2 Unless the parties agree upon a later date. 

3 This was unrebutted. Additionally, the Step B Decision, J1. 2, p.3 confirms that Management 

was faxed a request for a Formal Step A meeting. 
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The purpose of Article 15 and the requirement of the parties to work in good faith 

to resolve grievances at the lowest possible step has not been remedied. The 

procedures detailed in Article 15.2 Formal Step A have not been followed and are 

not remedied by Article 15.3C. 

3. THE APPROPRIATE REMEDY 

The Union presented two witnesses to support its position. Testimony by 

both witnesses was unrebutted, credible and documented a long history of non

compliance with Formal Step A meetings by Management in the Washington, D.C. 

area and specifically at the Friendship Installation. 

Latisha Weir worked at the Union Hall at the time of this grievance. She 

signed as Union Steward on this grievance form and also was the designated 

Formal Step A NALC representative. Ms. Weir testified that Management Formal 

A Designee Clark4 did not contact the Union to meet, did not schedule a meeting 

and that she moved the grievance forward to stay timely in the grievance process. 

She testified that it was"usuaf' to not meet with Mr. Clark. She testified that as far 

back as 2009, the Union has been paid money when Management fails to meet at a 

Formal Step A meeting. 

Ms. Weir testified that very recently there were two hundred grievances 

wherein the Management failed to meet with the Union. Ms. Weir testified that 

Mr. Timothy Dowdy, National Business Agent, NALC Region 13 "blitzed" these 

grievances by meeting with upper management. 

Mr. Robert D. Williams, President ofNALC Branch 142 testimony was also 

unrebutted and credible. He testified that for about seven or eight years there have 

been chronic problems in D.C. about Management's failure to meet at Formal Step 

A. President Williams testified that there have been numerous failures to meet at 
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Formal Step A that arose specifically concerning Friendship Installation Formal 

Step A designee Vincent Clark. President Williams testified that the Union had a 

meeting with Washington, D.C. Post Master Gerald Roane and the area manager 

and other labor relations and union officials due to the grievance backlog and 

discussed that the Station Manager was going to need to have more than one time a 

week to meet to resolve grievances. President Williams testified that management 

did not do so. 

President Williams testified that there was a meeting with the Step B teanl 

and the issue/violation ofnot meeting at the Formal Step A was discussed among 

other issues. He explained that the Union is trying to get the Post Office to cease 

and desist violating the contract and he testified that it is Management's sole 

responsibility to schedule the meeting. 

President Williams testified about other meetings to remedy this. He 

testified about a meeting with Timothy Dowdy, NBA, NALC Region 13 and 

Richard Norcross, USPS and that at the meeting it was reiterated several times that 

management had the sole responsibility to schedule the Formal Step A meeting. 

President Williams testified that a large number of cases were moved to Step 

B because of Management's failure to meet at Formal Step A. This happened a 

year and a half ago and all of these cases came from Friendship Station. 

The unrebutted credible testimony confirms that the Union did make many 

efforts to correct Management's failure to meet at Formal Step A in the 

. Washington, D.C. area and that these meetings also pertained to the Friendship 

Installation. The testimony is also clear that there have been many prior problems 

with this issue in the past at the Friendship Installation and in particular with Mr. 

Vincent Clark and that this is just another one following after many before it. 

4 Ms. Weir also testified that Mr. Clark is the manager ofZone 16. 
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The Arbitration decision and the Step B decisions5 (Jt. Exhibit 2) pertaining 

to other installations in the Washington, D.C. area also supports that the B Team in 

many of these decisions have awarded a monetary remedy of $300.00 and $500.00 

to the Union as well as a cease and desist order. 

Management has repeatedly violated the contractual requirement to meet at 

Formal Step A (Article 15.2) over a long period of years despite the Union's 

numerous efforts to correct these violations by holding labor managen1ent 

meetings with upper management; by holding "blitzes" on outstanding grievances 

and by individually grieving these violations. From the record, this contract 

violation (Article 15.2) is widespread in the Washington, D.C. area despite Cease 

and Desist Orders by Step B Dispute Resolution Teams, (1t. Exhibit 2) and 

monetary remedies. There is no showing by Management that any efforts or steps 

to correct these ongoing contract violations will be made. 

For the above reasons, I will provide the Union with the compensatory 

monetary remedy it requests. In determining the appropriate amount, I note from 

the record that the Union in the past has been awarded $500.00 for the same 

contract violation. -This $500.00 remedy award was from the Step B Dispute 

Resolution Team. This award amount was determined before the Union had to 

prepare for an arbitration hearing, provide a Union Representative at the hearing 

and be responsible for half of the Arbitrator's fee and expenses. In this instant 

matter, the Union will have to bear all of these additional expenses. I will award 

the Union the amount of $500.00. This sum will not fully compensate the ,Union 

for even its half of the Arbitrator's Invoice but hopefully this compensatory 

remedy will get Management's commitment to participate in Formal Step A 

Meetings in the Washington, D.C. area as required by the parties contract. 

In addition, I will also order a Cease and Desist even though the record 

5 The Step B decisions involved Management's failure to meet at F orrnal Step A. 
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shows that such orders have been given by Step B Dispute Resolution Teams and 

another Arbitrator and have been ignored. 

IN CONCLUSION 

The Union has upheld its' burden to prove that a compensatory monetary 

remedy of $500.00 and an Order to Cease and Desist is warranted in this instant 

matter. 

Therefore, based on the facts and circumstances of this particular case, the 

Undersigned issues the following award: 

AWARD 

1. The appropriate compensatory monetary remedy for Management's 
failure to meet at the Formal Step A meeting is payment of five hundred 
dollars ($500.00) to NALC Branch 142. 

2. Management is Ordered to Cease and Desist from failing to meet and 
participate in Formal Step A meetings and Ordered to abide by Article 15.2 
in accordance with the National Agreement. 

December 31, 2015 ~ 
. Ellen S. Saltzman, Esq. 

Arbitrator 
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REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATION 


) Grievant: Class ActiQn 
In the Matter ofthe Arbitration ) 

) Post Office: Rockville, MD - Twinbrook 
between ) 

) USPS Case #KIIN-4K-C14093479 
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ) 

) BRANCH Case #53-14-KA7 
and ) 

) DRT #13-301057 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ) 
LEITER CARRIERS~ AFL-CIO ) 

) 

BEFORE: Tobie Braverman ARBITRATOR 

APPEARANCES: ' 
For the U.S., Postal $ervice: Kate Sullivan 

For the Union: Alton R. Branson 

, Place ofHearing: Rockville, MD 

Date ofHearing: October 29, 2014 

AWARD: The grievance is sustained in part,and denied in part. The' relief for the individual 
carriers is denied. The Employer shall pay the sum of$750.00 to NAL~ Branch 3825. 

Date ofAward: December 5, 2014 

, PANEL: USPS Eastem Area I NALC Region 13 

Award Summ8lY 

Claims for compensation to Individua11etter carriers who have been compensated for a 
contractual violation in a prior arbitration are barred since the claims have been arbitrated and 
resolved. A compensatory payment to the Union is justified where'the 'evidence demonstrates 
that it has been forced to file serial grievances in order to gain compliance with B Team decisions. 

Tobie Braverrb"*an 



The instant case is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms ofthe grievance 

arbitration provIsions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement ofthe parties. Hearing was held at 

Rock-.:ille, Maryland on October 29,2014. The parties argued their respective positions orally at 

the close ofhearing, and the hearing was dec~ared closed on that date. The parties did not 

stipulate that the matter ~s properly before the Arbitrator due to the Employer's contention that the 

matter is batTed by doctrines ofres judicata and collateral estoppel. The parties did stipulate that 

the issue before the Arbitrator for decision on the merits, is as follows: 

What is the appropriate remedy for Management's violation as found by the B Team in a 

decision dated March 12, 2014 in this case? 

FACTS 

'Ibis case emanates from a previous grievance filed by the Union and ultimatelY,arbitrated 

by this Arbitrator. After a route inspection at the Twinbrook post office within the Rockville, 

Maryland installation, two routes was eliminated effective September 2, 2013. This triggered the 

posting requirements ofArticle 41 and the parties' LMOU, which required that-all routes below 

the seniority ofLetter Carrier D. Pham be posted for bid, within fourt~ days. Those ,routes were 

not properly posted in a timely matter, and in a decision dated December 30,2013, the B Team 

found a violation and ordered th8.t the routes be posted by January 8, 2014. The B Team, 

however, d.isagreed as to the appropriate remedy for the violation. That case was arbitrated before 

this Arbitrator, and an Opinion and Award was issued dated April 28, 2014. At the time of 

hearing, it was .determined that some ofthe affected routes in Zone 53 had been posted on 

February 27,2014, but three routes iIi zone 51 remained unposted. The Award ordered that those 
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remaining three routes be posted within fourteen d.ay~ of receipt of the Award, and-that all 

affected carriers be paid the sum 0 f$20.00 per day from September.23, 2013 until the date on 

. which they commenced their new bid route. The majority ofletter ~ers were paid in October, 

2014, and the remaining routes were posted in late July, 2014. 

While that grievance was still pending, the Union filed the instant grievance on January 

17,2014 seeking enforcement ofthe B Team's order that the routes be posted by January 8, 2014. 

At fu~t time, none ofthe routes had been posted, and the Employer had clearly failed to comply 

with the December 30, 2014 B Team Decision. In fact, the routes which were posted prior to 

hearing on the first grievance were not posted until February 27,2014. The current grievance, like 

the prior grievance' sought that the ro,utes be properly posted and that the affected letter carriers be 

paid a per diem payment of thirty dollars for each date on which the routes were not timely posted. 

This grievance, however, additionally seeks lump sum. payments. of five hundred dollars each for 

carriers Pham an~ Natividad to compenS,ate for the denial oftheir bidding rights. It additionally 

seeks a payment to Branch 3825 in the amount of seven.hundred fifty dollars as compensation for 

the continued violations by the Employer in failing to comply with B Team decisions which 

obligate the Union to file repeated grievances to obtain enforcement ofthose decisions. 

The Union, through the testimony ofBranch President, Kenneth Lerch, presented evidence 

concerning the Employer's repeated failure to abide by Step B resolutions, which, according to 

Lerch, has required the Union to serially file second and third .gen~ration grievances regarding the 

same issues in order to obtain compliance. The Employer, through the testimony ofA.ctiilg 

Manager Don Cudjoe, presented evidence that the Employer has complied,fully with Arbitrator's 

prior award in this matter, and has been working diligently to change the atmosphere in the 
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Rockville office in order to improve both relations with the Union and compliance with 

cQntrcctual obligations. According. to Cudjoe, the situation has improved markedly. Lerch 

disagreed. 

Although an extension oftime was granted, the Employer did not provide any contentions 

of the grievance at Formal Step A. The B Team determined that the Employer had failed to . 

9pmply with the prior B Team decision, and issued a: second order that the routes be posted no 

later than April 1, 2014. The B team did not, however, reach resolution on the issue of remedy. 

The matter therefore proceeded to arbitration without resolution. 

POSDnONSOFTBEPARTmS 

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden ~fproof to demonstrate that 

the remedy requested should be awarded to the affected carri~. The Employer's obligations 

under Article 41 and the LMOU are clear. It must post routes created by vacancies within 

fourteen days. It did not do so here, and the B Team so found. Despite this determination and the 

order that the routes be posted by January 8, 2014, the Employer failed to do so, prompting the 

filing ofthis grievance. Shortly before arbitration most ofthe 'routes were posted, and the 

remainder were posted in July, 2014, well after the date ordere~ by the Arbitrator. The result was 

that carriers Pham and Natividad were unassign~ regulars and were deprived of contractual 

bidding rights and a regular route for a substantial period oftime. While they were compensated 

for til:; late posting, they were not compensated for the amount oftime which they were obligated 

to spend as unassigned regulars. Additionally, the Union was required to file this grievance when 
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the Employer failed to abide by th~ B Team order in a timely manner. The evidence 

demonstrated that this is not an isolated incident. This type of conduct has recurred many many 

times. While the Employer contends that it has changed its attitUde and practices, the evidence 

demonstrates otherwise. The end result is that the Union is forced to expend time and money well 

beyond what should be required to obtain compliance with clear contractual obligations. This and 

other nrbitrators have found this conduct to be such that a monetary remedy is necessary to.obtain 

compliance by the Employer. The Union therefore seeks lump sum remedies for the affected 

carriers as well as the Union to impress upon the Employer that it must abide py B Team 

decisions and contractual obligations as well as to compensate the Union for the loss oftime, 

funds, and credibility with its membership. The grievance should be sustained in its entirety~ 

EmPIQYer Position: The Employer argues initially that this case has already been arbitrated 

and decided in the prior decision by this Arbitrator. It is therefore bB:Ued in its entirety by the 

doctrines of res judicata and collateral estoppel. The purpose ofthese doctrines is to bring firiality 

to litigation. As applied here, the issue ofthe failure to timely post the routes for bid was decided 

in the prior case. The Arbitrator ordered the posting ofthe remaining routes, and that each 

aftected letter carrier be paid a per diem compensation to compensate for the hBrm. done in 

denying their bidding rights. Those issues were completely decided, and the Union should not b~ 

permi~ed to re-litigate the matter and obtain additional remedies merely because it filed a second 

grievance for compliance ofthe B Team decision while arbitration was pendIng. As to the. 

Union's request that it be paid a sum to compensate for the Employer's failure to timely abide by 
. . 

the B Team decision in the prior grievance, this requested remedy is punitive and inappropriate. 

The purpose ofa remedy in arbitration is to make a party whole. Here, the employees have been 
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made whole, and the additional remedy is 'purely punitive. Management has recognized that there 

has been a problem in Rockville, and a serious and committed effort is being made to rectifY ~e 

situation. 'An additional payment to the Union will do nothing more than serve to punish the 

Employer. The grievance should therefore be denied in its entirety. 

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS 

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE 

15.2 Formal Step A (d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full 
and detailed statement ofthe facts relied upon, contractual provisions involved, 
and remedy sought ... The Employer representative shall also make a full and 
detailed statement offacts and'contractual provisions relied upon. The ptlrties' 
representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to develop all necessary facts, 
including the exchange ofcopies ofall relevant papers or docwnents ... 

15.3.A The parties expect ~t good faith observance, by their respective 
representatives, of the principles and procedures set forth above will result in 
resolution ofsubstantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible 
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end .... 

JCAM 15-8 A Step B decision establishes preced~nt only in the installation from 
which the grievance arose. Fro this purpose, precedent means that the decision is 
relied upon in dealing with subsequent similar cases to avoid the repetition of 
disputes 0 similar issues that have been previously decided in that installation. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

As noted above, the sole issue in this case is that ofthe appropriate remedy for the 

Employer's ac~owledged failure to comply with the B team. decision dated December 30, 2013 

which required the Employer to post routes for bid no later than January 8, 2014. The B Team in 

deciding this grievance, agreed that the Employer had failed to comply with ~e prior decisioDt but 
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impassed on the issue ofremedy~ As the ~mployer ·stresses, the burden ofproof is on the Union 

to demonstrate th~t the requestC?4 remedy of ~ lump sum payment offive hundred dollars to . 

carriers Pham an4 Natividad, as well as a.payment of seven ht:mdred fifty dollars to the Union is 

appropriate by a prepond~ce ofthe evidence. The Employer argues at the outset, however, . 

that the Arbitrator lacks jurisdiction to detennine the issue regarding payment to Phatn and . 

Natividad on the basis that the requested remedy is an effort to re-litigate their gnevances which 

were already decided and remedied in the prior case decided by this Arbitrator in Case No. KIIN

4K-C13386324 on Apri128, 2014. 

The Employer contends that the doctrine of collateral estoppel should serve to bar any 

claim. ofcompensation on behalfofcarriers Pham and Natividad. Arbitrator Carlton Snow has 

addressed this issue in several decisions provided to the Arbitrator here. In Case No. H4C-4H-C 

.25455, he explained that the doctrine ofcollateral estoppel is meant to limit further arbitration of 

issues arbitrated in a previous proceeding. Arbitrator Snow explained that: 

Rules ofclaim preclusion prevent a party from pursuing a later action on the 
original claim, and a final decision in favor ofa party bars the other party from 
obtaining a s€1cond decision on the same claim. It means that a party may not split 
a claim into a number ofdisputes, and thi.s fact makes the scope ofthe original 
claim highly important. 

Ifthe scope ofthe original claim has been fully decided in the prior case, it can not be 

subsequently re-litigated in the later action. In applying this doctrine to the facts ofthis cas~, the 

Arbitrator is compelled to agree that the issue ofremedy for carriers Pham and Natividad w8s 

fully decided in the previous case. 

The prior arbitration decided on April 28, 2014 was regarding the late posting ofthe routes 

involved here. As with this case, the B Team detennined that there had been a violation ofArticle 
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41, and ordered the posting ofthe routes, but reached an impasse on the issue ofremedy, which 

included a request for a per diem payment to each affected carrier, including Pham and Na~vidad. 

In fact, the Arbitrator determined that a per diem payment should be awarded, and all of the 

carriers were paid pursuant to that Award. .The purpose ·ofthe payment was expressly stated to be 

to compensate the carriers for. the denial o~their bidding rights during the period in which the 

routes were not properly posted. The Opinion and Award addressed the fact that while pay for 

carriers remains the same, each route is different, and the bid process acknowledges that letter 

carriers should be able to exercise their bidding rights to accommodate their personal preferences. 

The grievance here did not raise new or different issues·regarding the posting ofthe routes. 

Rather, it was filed solely alleging that the Step B order to post the routes had not been complied 

with. The issue as it relates to.Pham and Natividad, however, did not change in any way from the 
., . '.. 

prior grievance :w'hich has already been arbitrated. They were forced to work as unassigned 

regulars for a period oftime while the routes were not appropriately Jl9sted. Once posted, they 

bid, and were compensated for the failure to post by the prior award. Neither ¢.e nature ofthe 

contractual violation nor the affects ofthe violation upon Pham and Natifidad did not change in 

any way between the first and second grievances. The issue has been decided, and there is no 

basis for an additional remedy. 

The issue as it relates to the Union'~ request for a lump sum payment to the Union, 

pr~sents a somewhat different question. The prior grievance requested a remedy only for the 

affected letter carriers, and did not seek any compensation for the Union. 1;'he requested remedy 

is sought for failure to .comply with the B Team's order, not for the initial failure to post the 

routes. This was clearly not addressed by the prior grievance, and presents a new issue not 
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addressed in the prior Opinion and Award. That is, should there be a remedy to the Union as a 

result of the Employer's failure to timely comply with the B Team decision? The Employer 

argues that the Union's requested remedy is punitive and therefore inappropriate, s1ressing that 

while there have admittedly been problems in the Rockville post office in the past, the Employer 

has implemented a sincere effort to address the problems and implement change. Acting 

Manager Cudj~e testified that interventions and an effort to stress contractual complian~ ha:ve 

altered the formerly 1roubled state of relations with the Union. Union President Lerch, however, 

disputed that there has been any real change and expressed frustration at what he perceives as the 

need to file serial grievances in order to obtain even minimal contractual compliance. 

While this professed goal is laudable, and the Arbitrator sincerely hopes that it is 

effective, to date, there is no evidence that there has been any substantial change. While the 

Employer ar~es that the examples provided" by the Union all relate to occurrences prior to the 

managerial effort to affect change, in fact the failures appear to persist. Indicative ofthe 

coutinued problem is the fact that although the April 28, 2014 Opinion and Award ordered that 

the remaining routes be posted within fourteen days, they were not posted until more than m'.o 

months later. Similarly, carriers were not paid pursuant to the Award until more than five months 

later, and at the time ofthis hearing, some ofthe affected carriers had not yet been compensated. 

This does ~ot demonstrate the 3600 tum around" to which Cudjoe testified. 

The Union has presented myriad examples ofthe Employer's failure to comply with B 
-

Team decisions. When there is compliance, it is only after substantial and unexplained delaL 

These violations are indeed ongoing and without justification. It appears that for the most part, -; 

the Employer does not comply with B team decisions until forced to do" so by the filing .of another 
". , 
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grievance alleging noncompliance. This conduct is indeed egregious, particularly in light·of~ 
:..- b • ., 

ongoing nature over a period ofyears. Ifindeed the local management is able to implement ~L 

paradigm shift, relations should improve markedly in the future. For now, however, th8.t chaJo.ge 

does not appear to have taken hold, and it is unreasonable to expect the Union to continue to bear . 

the burden ofthe time and expense offiling multiple grievances to obtain timely compliance with 

decisions by the B Team. 

As this Arbitrator has stated previously, it is clear that tbeseparties have considered and -

acknowledged that there are occasions in which an award ofa monetary remedy is appropriate in 

order to impress upon management the need for future contractual compliance. In particular, the -
parties have utilized this approach in instances wherein there have been repeated and egregious 
-~~----~~------------------~--~~---

instances ofnoncompliance. Despite the testimony that Rockville management has changed, 

there was simply no evidence to support that conclusion. No one who testified provided any 

explanation for the either the lack ofa Formal Step A contentions or for the failure to comply with 
. .... .. ~ . 

the [)RT decision in the first instance. In light ofthe evidence that despite its apparently sinc~ere 

attempt to affect an overall change in relations with the Union, the Employer remains ~low tc. 

comply with B Team decisions and:'arbitration awarp,s, an ,increaSe in the compensation to the 
.... ....... 


Union for again being forced to pursue an additional grievance to obtain timely compliance is 

appropriate. The Employer's continued delays in compliance undoubtedly cause damage to the 
, ,. 

Union's credib~ity with its membership. by forcing it to appear to be inept in the face ofthe 
,.. 

Employer's dilatory compliance. In order to compensate for this, as well as the time and expense .. 
ofpurslring grievances which should not be nece,ssary, the Arbitrator orders that the Employer pay 
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the Union the sum of $750.00.1 

AWARD 

The grievance is sustained in part and denied in· part. The relief for the individual carriers 

is denied. The Employer shall pay.the sum of $750.00 to NALC Branch 3825. 

Dated: December 5, 2014 ~ -TobieBfa~an, Arbitrator 

1 The Arbitrator must reject the Union's suggestion that the Employer should be ordered 
to pay the Union's half of the fees and expenses ofthe Arbitrator. To do so would be in direct 

. contradiction to the express language ofArticle l5.4.A.6 of the National Agreement. . 
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iir!I!!!I UNITEDST41ES 
_ POSTIlL~CE 

October 30, 2014 . 

SUBJECT: Partial Settlement Agreement 

UNION; N2'lld A/,IILt! 

In the matter of grievance Name: Class Action 
GATS Number: K11N-4K-C 13386324 

(K11N-4K..c 14093479) 
'Union Number. 6313KA87A 

(S314KA1)~L....--------

Office: TWinbrook ~. 

In comprtance with ArbItrator BravennanJs Award in gr1evance number 5313KA87A (GATS # K11 N
4K-C 13386324) dated April 28, 2014. and as a partial settlement of grievance number 5314KA7 
(GATS #K11N-4K-C 14093479). Management agreeS to pay Letter Carrier R. Nativim.d (EIN 
03726034) a lump sum of $3t440~ which is equal to $20.00 per day for each work day between 
September 22~ 2013 and the date Mr. Natividad commenced his new route (May 31, 2014). 

This settlement is made in accordance with Article 15 and the Dispute Resolution process of 
the National Agreement . 

~ 

Alton Branson . 
Union Representative 

Da/pfo 



REGULAR POSTAL PANEL 


In the Matter of the Arbitration 

between \ 

United States Postal Service 

and 

National Association ofLetter 
Carriers, (AFL-CIO) 

] 
] 

. 1 
] 
] Class Action 
] 
1 Case No: KI1N-4K-C 14140664 S014KLOI 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
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OPINION AND AWARD: Dr. Andree Y. McKissick, ARBITRATOR 

APPEARANCES: 
For Management: 

For: Union: 

DATE OF HEARING: 

LOCATION OF BEARING: 

AWARD: 

Jamelle Wood 
USPS Advocate 
United States P9stal Service 
-900 Brentwood Road, NE, Room 2024 
Washington, DC 20066-9998 

Alton R. Branson . 
NALC Advocate~ Region 13 
5929 Surratts Village Drive 
Clinton, MD 20735 

November 7, 2014 

500 N. Washington Street 
Rockville, MD 20850 .,. 

This grievance is sustained on the sole 
issue of the appropriateness of a fair 
remedy. Accordingly, the Service must 
pay the Union processing fees, amounting 
to seven hundred and fifty dollars ($750) 
to restore the Union to its status quo ante. 



BACKGROUND 


This is the arbitration proceeding pursuant to the grievance and arbitration provisions of the 

Collective Bargaining Agreement between the United States Postal Service (hereinafter ''the, Service") 

and the National Association of Letter Catt'i'ers, AFL-CIO (hereinafter ''the Union"). The hearing was 

held on November 7, 2014, at the postal facility located on 500 N. Washington Street, Rockville, 

Maryland 20850. 

STATEMENT OF FACfS 

This National ~sociation o( Letter Carriers (NALC)~United States Postal Servi~e (USPS) 

Grievance Arbitration Settlement, dated March 7, 2014, comprises a composite of one hundred and 

seventy-nine (179) grievances alleging a viola:tion of the "Rockville Union. Time Policy." This 

Agreement was signed by Timothy Dowdy, National Business Agent, and USPS Manager Jasuantie 

Permail. It requires the Service to cease and desist current violations. It further establi~~es that a 

monetary award, amounting to forty thousand dollars ($40,000) which shall be payable to the NALC 

Branch 3825. This lump sum payment was paid, but it was untimely. It was due on April 6, 2Q14, but 

received on April 21, 2014. Due to this lump sum payment, the Union agreed to withdraw pending 

grievances regarding the "Rockville Union Time Policy." 

Since the lump sum award was tardy, an additional two hundred dollars ($200) was required, 

plus ten dollars ($10).per week or fraction thereof, for each week past April 6,2014. This was agreed 

to by the Service. Nonetheless, the ,Union is n<?w requesting still another seven hundred and fifty dollars 

($7SO) payment because this is a continuing violation and as a deterrent for future untimely payments. 

The incident date is April 7, 2014, a day after the due date for the lump payment award. Informal 

Step A was initiated on April 8, 2014. On April 17, 2014, Formal Step A was held. On April 21, 2014, 
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Step B was received. .The decision from Step B was received on May 15, 2014. Accordingly, this 

controversy involving the appropriateness of a remedy comes before this Arbitrator. 

STIPULATED ISSUE 

Whether or not the Service should pay the Union an 
additional fee for· processing subsequent and. 
continuing grievances on the same subject matter as 
the current settlement ofMarch 7,20141 . 

If so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

PERTINENT PROVISIONS 

The settlement agreement reads in part: 

Rockville management will cease and desist violations of the Rockville Union Time 
Policy. There will be a monetary award in the amount of $40,000.00 payable to the 
local union branch, which is "NM:£ Branch 3825." This single lump sum payment 
will be delivered as soon as pOSSible, and not later than 30 days after the date of this 
settlement. 

With this settlement the union agrees these identified grievances are now fully 
adjudicated, and the union thereby withdraws these grievances from the grievance
arbitration p'rOeedure. 

This settlement does not constitute a waiver of the pattern of remedies issued in 
grievances on this issue in this city. Finally, this settlement does not establish a 
precedent and will not be cited by either party in any future grievance and arbitration 
proceeding, except for purposes of the enforcement of the agreements made herein. 
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POsncrONSOFrHEPARTIES 

It i~ the Service's position that the additional payment of seven hundred and fifty dollars ($1.50) 

is punitive. The Service points out that punitive damages are not allowable under the Agreement. The 

Service asserts that it is wil~ing to pay the small, additiona1late fee of two hundred and twenty dollars 

($220), but not the punitive damages ofseven hundred and fifty dollars ($7~O) requested for continuing 

violations which the Union requests. Still further, the Service contends that ~t complied with the forty 

thousand dollars ($40,000) lump sum award in concurrence with the settlement ofMarch 7,2014. Based 

upon the foregoing, the Service requests that the Arbitrator deny this grievance as the monetary remedy 

is inappropriate, unfair, and an unreasonable remedy. 

On the other hand, the Union asserts that it is repeatedly required to process grievances based 

upon the same violations. This costs money which amounts to approximately seven hundred and fifty 

dollars ($750). Thus, it requests that the· Service compensate them for these expenses directly related to 

these continuing violations. Based upon the foregoing, the Union requests that the Arbitrator sustains 

this grievance. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

After a careful review of the record in its entirety, this Arbi1rator finds that this grievance 

regarding the reasonableness ofa remedy should be sustained for the following reasons. 

First, the Service ~ght1y notes that punitive damages are not provided for in the Agreement. 

Moreover, punitive damages are not. appropriate in the labor-management arena. However, 

compensatory damages are regularly and rightly utilized to compensate the injured party. Compensating .. 
damages are also utilized ;for repeated, continuing violations of contractual obligations. Supportive of 

this analysis, see the following awards: In the Matter of Arbitration between the United States Postal 

Service and the National Association of Letter Carriers, No: KI1N-41C..C: 133800538: 8011352119, 
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"'Class Action, Arbitrator, Dr. McKissick, May 3, 2014; In the Matter of Arbitration betw:een the United 

States Postal Service and the National Association ofLetter Carriers, No: Kl IN-41 C-C: 14118414: 53

13-K.AI6, Class Action. Arbitrator Braveman, September 17,.2014; In the Matter of the Arbitration 

between the United States Postal Service and the National Association of Letter Carriers, No: KI1N

41C-C: 13377363: 55-13-5L19, Class Action, Arbitrator Durham, April 30, 2014. 

Second, the Union sets forth a record ofa plethora ofsubsequent grievances based upon the· same 

issue. Correspondingly, it processes these grievances. It is costly arid unnecessary, based on the prior 

settlement. Although the Service is willing to pay the late fee which amounts to two hundred and twenty 

dollars ($220), it refuses to pay the compensatory fee ofseven hundred and fifty dollars ($750), the cost 

ofprocessing these subsequent grievances. 

Third, National Arbitrator Mittenthal in Case No: HIC-NA-C...97 at 123 and 124 states that the 

purpose ofa remedy is to place one in the position, as ifthere was no violation. Applying that purpose 

and principle here, the Union shall be compensated for its processjng fees pursuant to subsequent and 

continuing grievances on the same issue as the aforementioned settlement. 

AWARD 

This grievance is sustained on the sole 
issue of the appropriateness of a fair 
remedy. Accordingly, the Service must 
pay the Unio.- processing fees, amounting 
to seven hundred and fifty dollars (5750) 
to restore the Union to its status quo ante. 

December 4, 2014 

. r. Andree Y. McKissick 

USPS-NALC (ClassActionl)Rock:ville MD - DeoembeJlo2014.docx 
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ItEG"ULAR I~EGIONAL ARBITRATION 

) 

In the Matter of the Arbitration' ) 
) 

between ) 
) 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ) 
) 

and ) 
) 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ) 
LETTER CARRIERS .. AFL..CIO ) 

.> 


Grievant: Class Action 

Post Otlice: Rockville, MD - Twinbrook 
... -

USPS Case #KIIN-4K-C14118414 

BRANCH Case #53... 13-KAI6 

DRT #13 ...302501 . . 

BEFORE:. Tobie Braverman ARBITRATOR 

APPEARANCES: 


For the u.s. Postal Service: Dave Preston 


For the Union: Delano M. Wilson 

Place of Hearing: Rockville, MD 

Date of Hearing: September 17,2014 

AWARD: The Grievance is sustained in part. The 'Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy 
in the amount of $700.00. Solomon shall be compensated for any lost holiday pay retroactive to 
the date of his conversion to full time regular status. The Employeris ordered to appropriately 
meet at FOt-mal Step A of the grievance procedure and to comply with all arbitration awards and 
DRT Team decisions on a timely basis. The Arbitrator will retain jurisdiction for thirty days to 
resolve issues regarding this remedy. 

.... 
Gate ofAward: October 17.2010 

PANEL: USPS Capital Metro Area/NALC Region 13 

Award Sumnuu:y 

The Employer's repeated failure to meet at Formal Step A and to timely comply with DRT Team 
deci:-;~,)llS violates Article 15 ofthe National Agreement which results in harm to the Union, both 
in tel"llls ofcredibility and expense in pursuing otherwise unnecessary grievances, warranting a" 
lnonetary·remedy. 



The grievance here is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the temlS of the grievance 

arbitration provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement of the parties. Hearing was held at, 

Rockville, Maryland on September 17, 2014. The p~rties argued their respective positions orally 

at the conclusion of hearing, and the hearing was declared closed on that date. The parties 
. , I 

stipulated that the matter is properly betbre the Arbitrator. The parties further stip,ulated that the 

issut- uefore the Arbitrator for decision, is as follows: 

What is the appropriate remedy for Management's failur:e to comply with a Step B 

decision linding 11 violation of Article 15 of the National Agreement in 11 timely manner'? 

FACTS 

The facts of this case are straight forward and, for the most part, undisputed.. On October 

19, 2013 a regional Arbitrator issued an award ordering that then PTF carrier Brian Solomon be 

returned to work and rnade whole after a disciplinary action. Upon his return to V\'ork on October 

24, 2013, Solomon learned that he had been byPassed for conversion to full time regular S~8.tUS, 

And ~ PTF, carrier junior to him had been converted. He filed a grievance, and on January 24, 

2014 the DRT Team determined that Solomon should have been converted as the most senior PTF 

carrier. It further ordered that he be converted retroactive to the date ofthe junior carner's, 

conversion. and that this be completed no later than February'IS, 2014. 

It is Undisputed that Solomon was not converted by that date. The Union filed a grievance 

on February 18,2014 because ofthat failure. In that grievance, the Union asked not only that 

Solomon be converted, but that he be paid the sum of $1.000.00 and the Union be paid the sum of 
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$750.00 in order to encourage future compliance with Step B decisions. For reasons which were 

not expluined at hearing, the Employer did not meet on the grievance at Formal Step A, and did 

. not provide any contentions. That grievance theretbre proceeded to Step B, and the Team issued a 

decision or. Murc:h 24.. 2014. In this se~ond decision, the B Team concluded that the Employer 

had tailed to cOlllply with the earli~r decision, and ordered that the con~ersion be completed no 

later than Apri 1 24. :2014. The B Team impassed, however on the issue of the remainder of the 

remedy.. wi lh the Munugemcnt representative disagreeing that the monetary remedy sought was 

appropriate. At the titnt! or the heuring, Solomon had bt.-en converted retroactive to Scptclnbcr 21 .. 
I 

2013. 

Union President'Kenneth Lerch testified at hearing that this office has a history of failing 

to meet at Formal Step A and failing to comply with Step B decisions on 'a timely basis. He 

submitted a substantial number ofStep B· decisions which were provided to the B Team on these 

points. T.he Union additionally provided several arbitration awards from regional arbitrators .. 

which awarded a monetary penalty for repeated or intentional violations of these and unrelated . . 

issues regarding providing information. to the Union. Lerch express~~ hi~ frustration both that the 

Union is required to tile, m~ltiple grievances in order to enforce B Team decisions., and that 

c..lcspite the monetary payments to the Union, the problems have persisted. 

The testimony deolonstrated further that there have been recent interventions conducted at 

the fRC'ility, and both parties acknowledged that while these problems are ongoing, there has been. 

some improvement. Employer witnesses testified that they compl)" with B Team decisions when 

they receive them, but Christy Park, .Supervisor ofCustomer Services SuppOrt, who is responsible 

for receiving and processing both grievances and pa~ents ordered by the B Team, could not 
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speciticully recall what ~he had done regarding the two B Tetlin decisions involved here. She had 

no specitic recollection as to why the conversion was not.completed prior to the second order to 

do so. but did note that she lacks authority to complete a conversion to full time regular status. 
t 

The parties we~ unable to resolve the grievance" and it proceeded to arbitration. 

PO~ITIONS OF THE PARTIES 

l filion P()~iti()n: The Union contends that it hus met its burden of proof to demonstrate that 

the remedy requestc..~ should be awarded. The evidence clearly demonstrated that the Employer 

failed to comply with an arbitration award and two Step B settlementS. This, together with the 

plethora of previous similar violations, warrants the remedy requested.. This should be treated 

similarly progressive discipline. Management employees in Rockville continue to disregard 

contractual obligations to meet at Formal Step A on grievances and to timely comply with 

grieVR'lCe resolutions at the DRT level. The Union is forced to repeatedly file grievances in order 

. to rorce compliance. There must be progressive compensation awarded in a continuing effort to 

impress upon management tha:t' it must adhere to its.contractual obligations. Unfortunately, 

management representativ~s appear to ignore the problems because the monetary awards do not 

utlbct them ,.»ersonally. While there has been an intervention at this office, and there was . 

testimony that conditions have improved, the improvement was not quantified, and the problems 

persist. The Union here is simply seeking that management meet at Forntal Step A in an effort to 

resolve grievances and that they timely adhere to grievance resolutions and arbitration awards. As 

a result of the Employer's continued, repeated.and.persistent failure to comply, the e~calating 
. I 
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remedy here shoulu be awurdeu. The clnploycc involved should be awarded $1 ~O()() and the 

l Jnion should be awurded $750.()O. 

Em~'loyer Position: The Employer argues that although the B'Team tound a violation of 

Articles 15 in tuiling to convert Solomon to a regular full time carrier in compliance with the prior 

decision~ there are a variety of reasons that this and other recurring problems in Rockville have 

occurred. These include changes in management, inexperienced supervisors. and a cont.entious 

relationship with the Union. There is, however, an etTort un~er way to implement change and 

ll'lcre hus been a joint intcrvention in the otlicc. The mistakes were made in good faith., and the 

mist,:!:es have been remedied. The monetary award, which has now bec~me a recurring remedy 

insisted upon by the Union.. started at $50.00 some ten years ago, and the Union now se~ks 

$750.00. This continuing escaJation is unreasonable and unwarranted, especially in light of the 

tact that management is sincerely attempting to improve the relationship and remedy the 
. , 

problems. Further, this approach does not seem to have, been effective to date. Since that is the 

case., it shQuld cease. Additionally, the award of monetary payments is punitive and one sided. 

When the Union makes a mistake, there is no monetary penalty. There should similarly be none 

here. The Employer is aJready attempting to remedy the situation, and in light of that fac~ the 

Union is seeking what is essentially u windfall. The grievance should be denied. 

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS 

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRAT-ION PROCEDURE 

15.~ ~d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed 
statement ofthe facts relied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy 
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'sought. ... The Elnploycr rcprcscnt~tive shull also make a full and detailed 
statement of facts and contractual provisions relied upOn. The parties' 
representatives shull cooperate fully in the eftbrt to develop all necesRary tacts, 
including the exchange ofcopies of all relevant papers or documents ... . 

15.3.1\ The parties expect that good faith observance., by their respective 
representatives, of the principles and procedures set torth above will result in 
resolution ofsubstantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible 
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end .... 

•'-CAM 15-8 A Step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from 
which the grievance arose. Fort this purposed, precedent means tha~ the decision is 
rclipd upon in dealing with subsequent similar cases to avoid the repetition of 
disp,.lCS on similar issues that have been previously decided in that installation. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

As noted above., the sole issue in this case is that of the appropriate remedy for t\1e 

Employer's failure meet at Formal Step A on this grievance and to fail to timely comply with the 

Step Ii decisions ~quiring that Solomon be converted to full time regular status by twice specified 

dates. There is no question but that the Employer committed both offenses. There was no 
, 

evidence as to any excuse for the Employer's failure to appropriately schedule a Formal Step'A 

meeting on the grievance or for failing to provide contentions at that Step. There was additionally 

no evidence' presented regarding why the Employer failed to at least initiate the conversion of . 

Solomon to full time regular status upon receipt of the first B Team decision which required that 

the conversion be completed no later than February 15,2014. While there was no evidence 

provided as to the date the conversion actually occurred, it was clear that it was not until some 
I 

time after April 24, 201'4, the second deadline set by the B Team, and after arbitration was 

pendiJ.1g on the grievance. While Park testified that she pays B Team resolutions promptly when' , 
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they arc rcccivccl and has no tlulhority to compJct~ a conversion" she· had no specitic recall as to 

these griCVi. ,ces, and had no record as to any t!ftbrts whit;h she made .to initiate the conversion 

through personnel with, the authority to implement it. Had there I;>een a sincere etfort made to 

complete the conversion .. surely documents supporting that elTort would have been available~ 

There being none .. it appears that the effort simply was not made until arbitration was inlminent. 

Against this dearth of explanation tor its failures, the Employer urges that it is attempting 
. I 

to turn the situation in thisotlice around. Since that is the case. and since there has been 

illlpn' .l!mcilt.. it argucs.. the continued cscalating monetary remedies should cease. While.. as the 

Employer notes, these parties began implementing the monetary remedies to the Union in small 

amounts ten years ago" they have indeed escalated to tl1e point that they have come to have a 

signiticant tinancial impact on the Employer. The problem with this argument, however, is that 

. there was no evidence presente~ to demonstrate any improvement in :what has clearly been a long 

standing problem with management failing to meet at Formal Step A on grievances and failing to 
, 

implement timely compliance with DRT 
, 

and arbitration 'awards. While Employer witnesses 
. -

testified that under new management they have been instructed in no un~t1ain terms that they 

must comply with the National Agreement and have resolved to be part of the solution, there was 

no ql1rntifiable ~vidence to demonstrate that this paradigm shin has had any real inlpact up to this 

-
point. Rather .. until now, the attitude appears to have been a long standing one of confrontation 

" and ob$truction. This attitude has obligated the Union to expend substantial energy and funds 
......t _ =' 

over a \ong period oftime to enforce contractual rights. While the impact on the Union is not 


clear, it has ':'fldoubtedly had an effect both in terms ofcredibility with members, and financially; 


------~~--------------------------------------------------------
While the ,shift in approach on the part ofmanagement is lau<;lable and provides hope for 
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the future of the relationship betwecn these purtics. it cannot scrve to justify a lack of any remedy.. 
to the Union here. In this case .. it is clear that management chose both to tail to meet at Fonnal 


Sh:r .'\ and to u,isregard two DRT decisions until tbrced to take notice due to the pendency of 


arbitrdtion. 


As this Arbitnltor has stated' previously, it is clear that these parties have considered and 

W"f 

ucknowledred thut there are occasions in which an award ofa ,monetary remedy is ~ppropriate in 

order to impress upon Inunagement the need tor future contractual compliance. In particular. the 
, ,------~--------------------------------. ' 

purties have utilized this llpproach in instances wherein there have been repeated and egregious 

instances of noncompliance. Despite the testimony that the actions here were unintentional, there 

was simply no evidence to support th,at conclusion. No one who testified provided any 

explanation for'the lack ofa Fonnal Step A meeting and contentions or for the failure to comply 

\vilh the DR~ decisions on the con~ersion. In light of the testimony that the Employer is making 

a sincere attempt to affect an overall change in relations with the Union, while a monetary remedy 

to the Union remains justified for the reasons stated' above, the rationale for escalation otthe 

amount is somewhat mitigated. 

Just as the Employer has failed to demonstrate any substantial sea change in the relations 

in this otlice. ~he Union did not present any substantive evidence in support of the $1,000.00 

pUYlnent rcqucsb....... on behalf ofSolomon. While the Union provided possible scenarios in which' 

Solomon may have lost overtjme pay as a result ofthe delays, those potential losses were 
, 'r 

contingent upon decisions which he could have made regarding the overtime desired list. There 


, was no evide~ce presented as to ~hat he would have chosen, what he has chosen regarding the list 


froll! which his decisions might have been inferred; or what overtime he actually worked during 
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the relevant .,eriod. Further" while he was not able to bid on routes during the period" there was 

no evidence that he actually was deprived of a bid on a route which he otherwise would have been 

awarded during the relevant period. The only tinancialloss "Yhich Solomon may have sutfered 

\vhich can be determined with any certainty, is the IQss of holiday pay. If he has not been 

compensated thr lost holiday pay to the retroactive date ofhi~ conversion in status, he cJearly 

should be. The award of $1 ,000.00 t~ Solomon, however, is not supported by' the evidence as 

iu~tilled to compensate him and make him whole. Making th~ employee whole is ultimately the 

goul of remedial action. Since Solonlon did not testily .. and since there was no evidence to 

demonstrate that he suffered any co~crete additional harm, the requested payment of $1 ,000.00 

has not been sutliciently justitied as warranted. 

AWARD 

The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in 
I 

the amount of $700.00. Solomon shall be compensated for any lost holiday pay retroactive to the 

date or his conversi~n to full time regular status. The Employer is ordered to appropriately meet 

at Fonnal Step A of the grievance procedure and to comply with all arbitration awards and DRT 

Teum decisions on a timely basis. The Arbitrator will retain jurisdiction for thirty days to resolve-
issues regarding this remedy. 

Dated: October 17, 2014 
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REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATION 


) Grievant: .Class Action 
In the Matter ofthe Arbitration ) 

) Post Office: ROQkville, MD, - Twinbrook 
between ) 

) USPS 'Case#K11N-4K-C13331059 
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ) 

) BRANCH Case #53-13-KA54 
and ) 

) DRT #13..290256 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ) 
LEITER CARRlERS, AFL-CIO ) 

) 

BEFORE: Tobie Braverman ARBITRATOR 
APPEAR.A:.NCES: 

For the U.S. Postal Service: Anita O. Crews 

For the Union: Alton R. Branson 

Place ofHearing: Rockville, MD 

Date of He~g: April la, 2014 

AWARD: The Grievance is sustained. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in the 
amount of$700.00. All management personnel within the Rockville inst~ation shall be 
provlded with a copy oftbis Award with instructions to read the Award as well as Articles 17 
and 31 ofthe National Agreement, ariel shall be expressly instructed to comply with information 
requests in a timely manner pursuant to the local agreement in the future. The Arbitrator will 
retain jurisdiction for thirty days to resolve issues regarding this remedy. 

Date ofAward: May 15,2014 

PANEL: USPS Capital Metro Areal NALC Region 13 

Award Summary 

The Employer's long standing and repeated failure to provide information requested for the 
processing and investigation of grievances as required by Articles 17 and 31 ofthe National 
Agreement which results in harm.to the Union, both in terms ofcredibility and expense in . 
pursuing griev~ces on·the issue, warrants the tn.on~tary remedy requested by th~ Union. 

. ~ . 



The instant case is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms ofthe grievance 

. arbitration provisio~ ofthe ~ol1ective Bargaining Agreement ofthe parties. Hearing was held at 

Rockville, Maryland on April 18, 2014. The parties argued theirrespective positions orally at the 

. conclusion qfhearing, and the hearing was declared closed on that date. The parties stipulated 

that the matter is properly before the Arbitrator, but were unable to stipulate as to the issue before 

the Arbitrator for decision. The ~ssue, as framed by the Arbitrator, is as follows: 

What is the appropriate remedy for Management's violation ofArticles 17 and 31 ofthe 

National Agreement by failing to provide information requested by the Union on August 27, 

20] :"1 

FACTS 
. 

The facts of this case are straight forward and, for the most part, undisputed. On August 

27, 2013 tht? Employer iss~d a Letter of Waming to carrier Gary Smith as the result of a missed 

scan. On the folloWing day, Union Steward, Karim Abdullah, requested any and all 

documentation relating to the discipline. When he submitted the information req:uest, he was 

advised ver~a1ly by Supervisor Ed MontanQ, who refused to signilie request; that the discipline 

was going to be rescinded and re-issued. In fact, the August 27, 2013 letter was rescinded, and a 

second L~tter of Waming was issued on August 28, 2013. The two letters are identical in all 

respects except for the date. Despite the fact that the Union had already requested the 
. . 

infonnation, Montano took ~e position tha,t the request related only to the rescinded dj.scipline, 

and that he was therefore, not required to provide the requested information. The Union 

contended that the infonnation remained relevant to the discipline as well as to a clahn that the re.. 
~ .. ", 
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issued discipline constituted double jeopardy. '", 

The U~on filed'the instant grievance regarding ¢.e failure to provide the information. The 

Employer did not hear the grievance at Formal Step A. The matter therefore proceeded to the B 

Tean1 without contentions frQm management other than Montano's undated and unsigned ." 

statement that the discipline had been rescinded and re-issued. The B Team detennined that the 

Employer had violated Article~ 17 and 31 of the'National Agreement by not providing the. ' 

requested information. It therefore ordered the Employer to provide the information immediately. 

The B Team could not reach agreement, however, regarding the appropriate remedy. The moving 

papers contain multiple instances oforders ofescalating compensatory remedies, both from the B 

Tean;l and by agreement ofthe parties at the Infonnal and Fonnal A steps dating back as far as 

2003 with, ~ payment of$50.00, to a payment of$700.00 in July,2013. I?espite.this 

documentation, the B Team could not agree reg~ding the remedy. The Union contended that a 

payment of $700.00 was appropriate to encourage future compliance after multiple instances.of 
, , , 

failure to provid.e information in a timely fashio~ while the Employer contended that any such 

remedy was punitive rather than compensatoryt and therefore inappropriate. It is in·this posture 

that the matte:r: proceeded to arbitration. 

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES 

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden ofproofto demonstrate that 

the remedy requested should be awarded. The Employer's obligations under Articles 17 and 31 

of the National Agr~ement and the parties' local information request policy are clear. The 
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Employer must.provide info1"]ll8.tion requested in order to process and investigate grievances 

withip twenty-four hours unless an extension is agreed upon by tb.e parties. In this case, the B 

Team found that the Employer has failed to provide information, and once again breached its 

contractual obligations. The evidence demonstrates that this is arecurring violation. 

Management has beeD: warned repeatedly that it must comply; and. the parties have agreed in 

numerous Infonnal A and Formal A settlements, as well as in numerous B Tear:r;t. settlements, that 

the Employer must comply and should pay escalating compensatory sums to the Union to 

. encourage compliance and compensate the U'nion for the harm done both in its image with 

employees when the Employer repeatedly violates the Na~onal Agreement and expenses incurred 

in fuing multiple grievances on ,the issue. The Employer has attempted to muddy the waters by 
. 

claiming that it did not provide the information because the discipline waS rescinded,. but in fact 

the re-issue~ discipline was identical to the first one. This contention was not made at the Fonnal 

A Step, and should not be considered at all. In fact, the Employer has presented no evidence in 

this case. The~e have been scores of violations over time, and they continue to date. The 

Employer's continued violation is egregious, ,and an escalating monetary award is appropriate as 

provided at 41 ..15 ofthe JCAM. The grievance should be sustained in its entirety. 

Employer Position: The Employer argues that while the BTeam found a violation of 

l\.rticles 1 7 and 31 regarding the providing of information, it did not, as the Union contends, ~ee' 

that the award ofa monetary remedy was appropriate. Even though the contractual violatio~ was 

agreed upon by the' B Team, the Union here still has the burden of proof t? demons~ate that the 

remedy whi.ch it seeks is appropriate in this case. The Union has failed to meet that burden of 

proof. There was no evidence ofany loss or cost to the Union. Although these parties have 
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agreed upon a monetary remedy in the past in order to avo;d the cost of arbitration~ that does not 

dictate that the same is appropriate here. The award requested is pWlitive. The JCAM language 

whid '. the Union cites applies only to opting. It has no relevance here.· .Even ifit is relevan~ the 

violation here was clearly not egregious. The failure to provide ·the'information was an honest 

mistake in this case. The info~tion request related to 'discipline which had been rescinded. 

Although'the B Team found a violation, the Supervisor reasonably believed.that the information 

heed not be provided since the request related to a disciplinary action which had been withdJ;awn. 

Under these circumstances, a punitive remedy is clearly inapp~opriate. The grievance should be 

denied. 
'. 

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS 

ARTICLE 15 .. GRIEV ANCE-ARBITRATIQN PROCEDURE 

15.2(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and de1lriled 

statement of the factS rylied upon, cpnttactual provisions involved, and remedy 

sought ... ~ The Employer represen~:tive shru~ also niake afull and detailed 

statement offacts and contractwU·pr()Vi.sio~s relied upon. The parties' 

representatives shall cooperate:fully mthe :~ffort to develop all necessary facts,' 

including the exchange ofcopies of ftll r~l~Vailt papers or documents ... 

15.3A The parties expect that gQ,oii f.aith ob~ervance, by theirtespective 
representatives, of the priricipl¢~·;ail.d Pt"cedures set forth above will result in 
resolution of substantially all gri~y~ees ipltiated hereunder ~t the lowest possible 
step and recognize their obligation.tQ :~hiey~that end.... 

,••1" : " ' 

ARTICLE 17 .. REPRESENTA110N 

Section 3. Rights of Stewards ..~ The stewarq, chiefsteward or other Union 

representative ... may request ~d~hall obtairi access through the appropriate 

supervisor to review the doc~en:ts; files ~d other r~rds necessary for 


. processing a grievance or dete~~ling ifa 'grievance exists ... Such requests shall 
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not be unreasonably be denied.... 

ARTICLE 31 - UNION - MANAGEMENT COOPERATION 

Section 3. Infonnation The Employer will make available for inspection by the 
. Union all relevant information n¥essary for collective bargaining or the 
enforcement, administration or. m.terp1:etati:on of this Agreement, including 
information necessary to detern1ii,.e whether h' file or to continue the processing of 
a grievance under this Atgeement. Upon the request ofthe Union, the EII;lployer ' 
will furnish such information, provided however, that the Employer maY-require 
the Union to reimburse the USPS for any costs reasonably incurred in obtaining the 
information. ... ' 

JCAM 41-15 Remedies and Opting 

... In circumstances where the violation is egregious or deliberate or after local 
management has received previous instructional resolutions on he same issue and it 
appears that a 'cease and desist' remedy is not sufficient to insure future contract 
compliance, the parties may wish to consider a further, appropriate compensatory 
remedy to the injured party to emphasize the commitment ofthe parties to contract 
compliance. In these circumstances, care should be exercised to insure that the 
remedy is corrective and not punitive, providing a full ~xplanation ofthe basis of, 
the remedy. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
• _ I'" 

As noted above, the sole issue in thts case is that ofthe appropriate remedy for the 

Employer's f~l'ure to provide the infonnatiQD which the Union requested relating to disciplinary 
: '," • If 

action taken on August 27,2013 which wasreseind~d and re-issued on the following day. It is 

beyond dispute that the B Teanl fOlUld ~t the E~nployer had' violated ~cles 17 and 31 of the 

National Agreement. While:the Union cOl).~ds that the B Team additionally agreed that a 

monetary remedy was in order but could not agree on the amount, the Arbitr8:tor believes that the . . 

Union is misinterpreting the BTeam decision: Under the Resolve portion of the decision the B 

Team stated that "The Uni~n advanced t~t ... a Qompensatory remedy is in order. It is with 
",. 
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respect to this portion of the requested remedy that the Team was unable to reach a resolution." 

, ~his is followed by a position from the Management representative that clearly indicates 

disagreement with a.monetary re~edyofany kind, contending that the Umon has failed to meet 

its btU'den ofproof to demonstrate the propriety ofsuch a remedy. A careful reading ofthe 

language used in the B Tearri decision indicates that the parties disagreed on the issue ofa 

monetary remedy, not just the amount. The Arbitrator therefore finds here, that the issue 

presented is not solely an issue ofhow much ofa monetary remedy is warranted, but rather 

whether such a remedy is warranted, and if so, in what amount. 

The Employer argues that the Union's requested remedy is punitive and therefore 

inappropriate, stressing that Supervisor Montano's mistake was an honest one, and not egregious 

as the Union,'Contends. The Arbitrator cannot however, accept that the mistake was innocent. 
, 

Rather, it appears to be more an appar~nt attempt to avoid providing the info~on by playing 

with semantics. While the Letter of Warning had been rescinded, the exact same Letter was 

issued one day later concemipg the same incident. Clearly Montrno, rather than making an 

innocent mistake, was attempting to make the U~on juinp through additional hoops by requesting 

the same information twice within two days. There undoubtedly existed information regarding 

the discipline, whether it was issued on August 27 or August 28. Montano chose to refuse to 

supply the information solely because he had opted to rescind and re-issue the discipline. This 

was clearly a choice which effectively made investigation of the grievance more. difficult. He was 

fully aware of the Union's request, the inJormation existed, and yet he refused to supply it based . 

UP0l!. a hyper-technical argument concerning the date of issuance ()fthe discipline. This conduct 

was'simply umeasonable'and indicative ofan attitude of confrontation rather than cooperation. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ther.e is no question but that this incident was onlY,one ofmany in which the Rockville 
\ 

Managemen~ has failed to provide requested info1'11lation as reqUired. The moving papers contain . 

more than one hwidr~d sett1~ments between the parties as well as nUmerous B Team resolutions 

concerning this issue. While the Union cOhtends that JCAM Section 41-15 dictates that Wlder 

these circwnstances an escalating monetary remedy is deemed by the parties to be appropriate, 

this ~ection does not appear to be applicable to the situation presented'here. Section 41-15 ofthe 

JCAM is included as part ofadiscussion ofseniority as it relates to hold-downs and opting. . , 

While the section on which the Union relies is entitled "Remedies and Opting", its placemen! in 

the JCAM would indicate that its 'inten~on was that it be applicable to situations involving 

repeated violations ofthe opting provisions. Had it been intended to apply to any and all repeated 

contractuail/iolations, it woUld more appropriately have been included in either Article 15 or 

Article 31. While it is ~possible to glea:p. the intention of the partit}s in negotiating this language 

of the JCAM -without having some evide~ce :r~garding bargaining history or interpretation by a 

National Award, it woul4 appear, based upon. its placement ~ the JCAM, that if is not applicable. 

to the instant case. 

That being said, it is clear thRtthese parties have considered and acknowledged that there 

are o~casions in which an award of an escalating monetary remedy is appropriate in order to 

impress upon 'management the need for future contractual compliance. In particular, the parties 
. -- ~~---------------

have utilized this approach in instances wherein there have been repeated and egregious instances 

ofnoncompliance. This concept has ~er been accepted by a number ofregional arbitrators.------------- -.----------~----------------------~-------------
Most importantly, the parties in the Rockville installation have accepted the remedy as 

appropriate. The moving papers demonstrate that these parties have applied an escalating 
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monetary remedy for 'repea:ted failures to provide information as required, slowly escalating .. 

amounts over the course often years, from $50.00 in. 2003 to $700.00 in 2013. The Rockville 

. installation has undoubtedly paid the Union and individual grievants at least several thousand 
,. . 

dollars for repeated violations over that time period. 

The disconcerting part of this, however, is that despite the significant payments over the . . 

years intended to encourage compliance, the Employer has continued to serially violate the 

contractual requirements for the providing of information. While the Employer claims innocent 

mistake, the facts of this caSe, together with the sheer number ofviolations, indicate otherwise. 
. . 

This is not a case ofa minor violation such as providing the information in thirty-six rather than 

twenty-four hours. Rather, it is a case where infonnation was not provided at all. 
, 

Under the circumstances presented in this case~ the Arbitrator is hard pressed to believe 

that an additional monetary remedy will be effective to obtain fume compliance. On the other 

hand, there is:.no doubt a cost to the Uni}'n to repeatedly process grievances to obtain information 

.required to represent the membership. Not only is.there a cost intenns ofthe cre4ibility of the 

Union ~ the eyes of its membership, but ther~ are r~al monetary costs in time spent and office 

supplies and equipment used by Union officers and advocates in preparing, processing and 
. . 

arbitrating grievances. While these expenses are or4inarily the cost ofdoing business, they are 

costs which would and should not be incurred were the Employerto' comply with information 

requ~sts as required. The repeated and intentional failure to supply information dictates that the 

Union be compensated in this case. Additionally, in an attempt to impress upon supervision tbat 

the contractual requirements must be compl~ed with and information must be supplied in a timely 

fashion, all members of management within the Rockville installation should be provided with a 
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copy of this Award, instructed to read it in its entirety, and ~cted expressly that they must 

comply with infonnation requests as required. by tIle National Agreement and the local policy. 

AWARD 

'. 

The Grievance is sustained. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in the . 

amount of$700.00. All management personnel within the RockviIle installation shall be provided 

with a copy ofthis Award with instructions to read the Award as well as Articles 17 and· 31 of the 

National Agreement, and shall be expressly instructed to complyvvith information·requests ~ a 

timely manner pursuant to the local agreement in the future.. The Arbitrator will re1;ain 

. jurisdiction for, thirty days to resolve issues regarding this 'remedy. 

Dated: May 15.2014 T~Arbitrator 
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REGULAR ARBITRATION 


In the Matter of the Arbitration ) Class Action 
BehNeen ( 

) P.O.: Derwood Delivery Unit 
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ( 

) USPS#: K11 N-4K-C 13377363 
And ... ( 

) DRT#: 13-291597 
National Association of Letter Carriers, ( 
AFL-CIO ) Union#: 55-13-SL-19 

( 

BEFORE: Arbitrator Kathryn Durham, J.D.,P.C. 

APPEARANCES: 

For the USPS: Karen K. Bowie, Labor Relations Specialist 
For the NALC: Alton R. Branson, NALC Advocate 

Place of Hearing: Rockville, MD 
Date of Hearing: March 21, 2014 
Date of Award: April 30, 2014 
PANEL: Capital Metro District 

AWARD SUMMARY 

The grievance is sustained. Management violated Articles 15 and 41 of the 
National' Agreement when it failed to pay Carrier Thomas Yu pursuant to 
Arbitrator McKissick's June 17, 2013 award, Case No. KOSN-4K-C 12199770, 
within a reasonable time. The remedy is that Management shall pay the local 
Union, NALC Branch 3825, the sum of $420.00 in reimbursement to the local for 
the expense of the advocate's time spent bringing a grievance. 

~~ 

Kathryn Durham, J.D.,P.C. 



I. ISSUE 

Whether Management violated Articles 15 and 41 of. the National 
Agreement when it failed to pay Carrier Thomas Yu pursuant to 
Arbitrator McKissick's June 17,2013 award, Case No. K06N-4K-C 
12199770, within a reasonable time. If so, what is the appropriate 
remedy? 

II. FACTS/POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES 

On June 17, 2013, Arbitrator Andree Y. McKissick issued an award in Case No. 

K06N-4K-C 12199770, holding that Management violated Article 41.1.A.1 of the 

National Agreement by failing to comply with the '14-day posting requirement. As 

a remedy, Arbitrator McKissick directed that "a nominal a~ount of twenty (20) 

dollars, shall be assessed, for each day past fourteen (14) days" be paid to the 

successful bidders on Route 055018. The successful bidder of that route was . , 

ThomasYu. 

Management did not make the $20/day payment to Mr. Yu, and the Union filed a 

grievance for non-compliance. The parties partially resolved the grievance at 

Formal A on October 3, 2013, agreeing that the Postal Service would pay the 

sum of $3,200 to Mr. Yu. The parties impassed the Union's request for additional 

sums: (1) an additional $150 lump sum to Mr. Yu due to delay in payment on the 

McKissick award, plus ten dollars per week for each week the payment is further 

delayed; and (2) a payment to NALC Branch 3825 in the amount of $750, to 

defray the costs of having to grieve untimely pay adjustments. 

When Management failed to make the payment to Carrier Yu as directed by the 

Formal A resolution, the Union filed a non-compliance grievance, K11 N-4K-C 

14034414. That grievance was resolved at Step B on January 24, 2014, with the 

DRT 'finding that "Managemen~ violated the National Agreement as well as 

previous Step B decisions and numerous grievance resolutions when they failed 

to process the mutually agreed upon pay adjustment for Carrier Yu in a timely 

manner." The resolution provided that Management would pay Mr. Yu the sum of 

$3,350, which included the initial' $3,200 as ordered by the Formal A resolution, 
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plus a $150 lump sum for ''the long documented history of similar violations in the 

RockvilleinstaUation." 

Despite the Step B resolution regarding payment of $3,350 to Mr. Yu, the Postal 

Service did not process that payment through Eagan until March 2014. An Eagan 

representative testified at the hearing that a payment of $3,350 to Mr. Yu was 

processed on March 18, 2014 - three days prior to the hearing of this matter. 

The Union had already moved this grievance to' arbitration, and the hearing was 

only days away, when the payment was finally processed. As of the hearing, 

there was no indication that the Grievant had received the payment. 

At the hearing, Local President and Advocate Kenneth Lerch testified about 

numerous Step B decisions and resolutions from ,the Rockville installation, i~ 

which the Postal Service agr~ed to pay lump sum payments to individual 

employees (but not to the Union itself) for non-compliance with prior settlements, 

resolutions and/or awards regarding untimely pay adjustments. He also 

introduced a, number of regional arbitration awards (not from the Rockville 

installation) in which arbitrators included a payment to the Union as part orall of 

the remedy for Management's repeated failure to implement a grievance 

settlement or award. Finally, Mr. Lerch pointed to various memoranda issue~ by 

USPS Labor Relations headquarters, in which Area managers were reminded 

that arbitration awards and' grievance settlements are final and binding, and that 

compliance with such is not an option. 

Union Position 

The Union argues that Management has repeatedly violated Article 15 of the 

National Agreement by failing to comply with settlements, resolutions and awards 

regarding untimely 'pay adjustments. It contends that a payment to the Union is 

necessary in order to defray the costs that the local branch was required to take 

in order to enforCE) awards and agreements, and to impress upon area 

Management that it cannot violate 'grievance settlements without consequence. 
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The Union urges that the Arbitrator has the inherent authority to "fashion an 

appropriate remedy for breaches of the National Agreement, even where the 

contract does not provide a specific remedy for the violation at issue. It cites 

Case No. NC·S-542B, a regional award by Arbitrator Howard Gamser .. 

Management Position 

Management's arguments were limited to those made at the local level because 

new argument is not allowed" at arbitration. Admissible argument was that the 

Union has not met'its burden to show that a payment to the local branch is 

compensatory rather than punitive. It claims that the remedy requested by the 

Union would be a windfall. 

Management insists that settlement agreements, including DRT resolutions, are 

not final and binding, even within the same installation. It relies on an award by 

Arbitrator Robert Steinberg, Case No. EOBN-4E-C 08175058. 

III. OPINION 

The facts of this case are undisputed. Twice - once by Arbitrator McKissick and 

again by the DRT1 - Management was directed to pay a remedy to Carrier Yu for 

failure to comply with the 14-day posting requirement in Article 41. In order to 

ensure that Mr. Yu received the payment he had twice been awarded, the Union 

was required to expend its time and resources to file a non-compliance 

grievance. Management had no valid justification for its failure to make t~e 

payment to Mr. Yu within a reasonable time after receipt of Arbitrator McKissick's 

award. However, through direct contact with its Eagan, MN office, management 

made sure the payment was processed just days before the hearing of this case. 

Management agreed to the remedy requested by the Union to Mr. Yu. The only 

issue remaining for resolution at our hearing is whether the Union is entitled to an 

" additional remedy for itself. The undersigned finds that it is. 

------------------ ~~.~--~-----------
1 The undersigned is not persuaded by Management's argument that DRT settlements are not 
final and binding. Certainly they are flna.! and binding with respect to the matter being resolved, as 
occurred in this case. 
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money, 

with 

done 

Union 

As Arbitrator Gamser's award aptly notes, regional Arbitrators have authority to 

fashion compensatory' awards when the contract is silent on the issue of remedy. 

The only limitation is that such awards must avoid being punitive. Here, the 

remedy requested by the Union is not punitive. The Union was forced to spend 

time and effort to achieve something that should have been 

automatically in a timely' manner, but was not. Management's failure to comply 

Arbitrator McKissick's award, and the DRT settlement, cost the 

resources unnecessarily. 

Mr. Lerch testified that he spent approximately 15 hours preparing this' case. 

Because he is retired from th,e Postal Service, he was paid by the local Union, at 

the rate of $28 per hour. This, computes to a total of $420. Awarding this amount 

to the Union is purely compensatory, not punitive. It is not a windfall. 

IV. AWARD 

The grievance is sustained. Management shall promptly pay the local Union, 

NALC Branch 3825, the sum of $420.00 to compensate for the local advocate's 

-time spent bringing this grievance. The payment shall accrue interest if not paid 

within 45 days from the date of this award. Jurisdiction retained over 

implementation of this Opinion and Award. 

~~ 
Kathryn Durham, JDPC, Arbitrator 
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Case No. NC-S-Sq?§
In the Matter of the Arbitration between Rossville, Georgia 

~AIY\ Se~NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS, 
AFL ....CID 4/3/1'1 

and OPINION AND AWARD 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 

APPEARANCES: 

For the NALC - Mozart G. Ratner, P.C•. 
by: Kenneth J. Simon,Rose, Esq.

/'
", 

For the USBS - Larry B. Anderson, Esq. 

BACKGROUND: 

This case is before the Arbitrator upon the parties' request 

for a determination as to whether the. Postal Service, violates the pro

visions of the 1975 collective bargaining agreement when it does not 

pay B:n employee covered by th~ terms o,f Artic~e ViII, Section 5-C-2 

for having failed to provide that employee with an equitable opportu

nity to work overtime.' The parties agreed that the case which arose 

at the Rossville, Georgia Post Office would be employed to illustrate 

the matter in issue. However, the facts in that particular case did 

not have to be adjudicated in order to dispose of the question posed 

in this proceeding. 

At the Rossville Post Office it was' conceded by the Postal 

Service in the lI-th Step of the grievance procedure that in the case 

of the ,named grievant the Postmaster provided, " ••• less than an equit

able opportunity to work overtime.Tt To that extent the 

http:overtime.Tt


~as susta~ned. The Postmastet' was thereafter directed by his superiors, 

to comply with both the "spirit and intentU of Article VIII, Section 5

C-2. The NALC contended that such a directive did not provide an ap

propriate remedy for the breach of the Agreement. The Union took the 

position that the Postal Service was obligated to compensate the grie

vant by paying him for the overtime he was not afforded the opportunity 

to work in the quarter. 

The parties did not agree upon a definition of ,the dispute 

to be presented for determination. However, from the contentions 'raised, 

it is apparent that in issue is whether the Postal Service must, if it 

fails to live up to its obligation to provide, 'in the quarter, for 

equitable opportunities for eligible employees to work overtime, pay 

the employees depr!ved ,of such opportuniti.es for the overtime hours 

they did not work. 

CQ~TENTIONS OF THE PARTIES: 

The NALC contended that a violation of this provision of the 

Agreement is p~operly remedied only by awarding the' grievant expect'ation 

or compensatory damages. The Union stated that· the Agreement is silent 

on the question of ~propriate remed~ and, the prior agreements made in 

1966, 1968 and 1971, ~hich also contained the' requirement'f~r equitable 

distri.bution, lacked tl)e additional specific reference '1:0 havi'ng same 

accomplished in accordance with a quarterly overtime desired list. 

Under those old agreements, the USPS arguably had an open-e,nded period 
, ...... "',,_........, ..._,,' ..... ,"" .. 


to achieve equitability. However, upder.the 1975 ~greement/a vioiation 

speaifica11y occurs at the end of a quarter. For that reason, the' 

Postal Service had,to provide monetary compensation to employees who 
,., 
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did not get an OPPol'\tun'ity to share in the overtime opportunities 

in that quarter. 

The NALC also contended that nothing in the previous 

bargaining history or the conduct of the Union regarding such'viola

tions indicated that it had waived or dropped its claim that monetary 

compensation was the appropriate remedy and contemplated by the language 

of the provision of the Agreement under consideration. The Union pointed 

out that it had consistently insisted that compensation/for those who 

gri~ved under this provision and had such grievances sustained, was 

required. As soon as the Postal Reorganization Act eliminated re

strictions p~aced on such payments formerly imposed by the Comptroller 

Generat's Of£ice, the Union renewed with increased vigor ~ts claim 

that all such violations be compensated with, appropriate payments at 

the end of the quarter. 

The Union also argued that the fact that the Postal Service 

may have had a uniform policy of not providing such compensation should 

not be construed as an acceptance by the NALC of the appropriateness 

of such a policy. The Union also put into evidence certain g~ievance 

settlements which placed in issue the credibility of the Service's 

contention that payment was never forthcoming for such violations. 

Related to this contention was the Union's argument that advancing a 

demand in negotiations for a provision specifically providing for 

compensation was .not an admission that such remedy was not already..,'· 

p~ovided in the Agreement. According to the 'Union, the terms of the 

Agreement speak for themselves and the failure to cover the question 

of remedy substantiates the Union's claim that no agreement on an 

appropriate remedy was ever reached• 

.. 
The Union :hem goes on to contend that the appropriate remedy 
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must be found to be a monetary award equal to the pay that the 

Ca~rier would have received if the contract had not been breached. 

This is the only way that a grievant could be made whole and also 

provide an effective deterrent against further contract violations. 

The Union asserted that merely directing a Postmaster to comply with 

the provisions of the contract cannot be regarded as an effective' 

way to make a specific grievant whole nor insure future compliance 

with the requirements of the contract. 

Even if the remedy requi~ed that the Postmaster provide 

the grievant witr. a mak~up opportunity in a subsequent quarter, 

when that was ~one the sp~rit of equita~le distribution during that

quarter would be violated. The Union cited a number of arbitration 
f 

decisions which held that this form of remedy, provid~ng ~or monetary 

compensation, was well accept~d, not punitive, and regarded as just 

and equitable.. This is particular~y true in this case because"the 

agree~ent provides fo~ a quar~erlY reassessment of overtime opportunities. 

Other agreements do not have expressed or established ti~e periods in 

which management must achieve compliance with the overtime distribu

tion provision. Onca.the quarter is over, according to the NALC, 

a new list is posted and it is too late for management to provide 

for a correction of an error which it committed in the previous quarter. 

In the current quarter, the overtime hours available muSt be distributed 

among those who signify their desire to be included on the overtime 

desired list. To use some of those hours for make up would create a 

violation of the terms of the National Agreement. 

Finally, the Union argued that there were other provisions 

of the Agreement, such as 'Article Xly Section 6, dealing with holid~ysl 
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---_.. ..• _ __._.._--,._--_._------,---------------------------------_ ......__. 

where although the provision does not contain a specific remedy 

an arbitrator found that monetary compensation for a breach was 

an appropriate remedy. The Postal Service has also agreed, according 

to the evidence in this record submitted by the Union, to provide 

monetary compensation to employees denied bargaining unit work which 

was improperly assigned to a non-bargaining unit employee in violation 

of Article I, Section 6A. This provision also doe.s not contain any 

reference to an appropriate remedy for breaches. 

The Postal Service argued that in the absence of an express 

provision in the Agreement providing for monetary damages the Arbi

trator does not have inherent or implied authority to provide for 

such damag~s. For him to do so, according to the Postal S~rvice, 

would be to violate the provision of Article XV, Section 3, which 

provides, inter ali~, that the 'agreement may not be altered, amended, 

or modified by an arbitrator. 

The Employer also argued that the intention of the parties' 

can be ascertained from the language in the current agree~ent, the 

language in the prior agreements, and the manner in which the parties 

resolved disputes concerning equitable distribution of overtime which 

arose under those agreements. In this connection, the USPS provided 

testimony to establish that, since 196~ when the concept of equitable 

distribution first appeared in the agreement, fai~ures to provide for 

such an opportunity were remedied by another opportunity to equalize 

the equitable distribution subsequently granted. The Postai Serv.ice 

also claimed that even after the rulings of the Comptroller General 

prohibiting payment for work not performed nb looger'applied the 'parties 

did not provide in the later agreements for such payment. 
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.------.-.~- ..-.....----.-..-------~-------------------------------

The Employer claimed that the Union had participated in 

the cr<:!ation of a rrtime-honoredu practice during the terms of the 

1966, 1968, 1971 and 1973 agreemnts that equitable distribution vio

lation cases would be resolved on a "makeup opportunity" basis .. 

Manage~nt contended that the evidence submitted in this proceeding 

established that where the parties provided for monetary compensation 

as an appropriate remedy such a remedy w~s clearly written into 

the agreement, such as in Article XVI, or e~tablished by agreemen~ of the 

parties,such as for remedying breaches of Article I, XIII, and XXIX. 
I 

In the instant case, the Service claimed that the NALC could,Dot 

point to any specific language or mutal agreement to support its claim 

that monetary damages were an acc~pted remediai action. 

The Postal Service pointed to the fact that the NALC had 

proposed in the 1975 and again in 1978 specific language, in Section S-c, 

which would provide for monetary compensation. Those proposals were 

rejected by the USPS. These persistent efforts, according to the 

Employer, provide convincing evidence that the parties had never 

unders"tood that such a remedy already was implied by the terms of the 

Agreement. The Union could not have been seeking to clarify a right 

since it had not attempted to exercise th~ right prior to demanding 

the "clarifying" language in 1975~ In addition, after the Union's 

efforts to provide for such language in the agreement were unsuccess

ful in 1975 and again in 1978, the Union continued to resolve grie

vances concerning alleged breaches of Section 5-C-2 by agreeing ~o 

accept make;up opportunities in most instances, and where monetary 

payments were made this was done on a.non-precedential basis. 

In addition, the Employer argued that the NALC did not 

present a persuasive case for the adoption of such a remedy if it 

were in the power of the Arbitrator to provide for it. The Employer 
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by granting a makaup opportunity has in effect made the aggrieved 

whole_ This relnedy has also, by practice, ~een considered a satis

factory and equitable one by the majority of NALe represen~atives who 

police the agreement. The makeup remedy, according to'the Employer~ 

has proved effective in preventing the abuse of the equal opportunity 

provision. At most, the aggrieved employee had only suffered a 

temporary postponement of an opportunity to earn ~dditional compen

sation. The opportunity which the grievant missed was enjoyed premature

ly by a fellow employee. Neither really suffered any permanent loss 

or gain from the failure to observe the requirements of Section 5-C-2 

later corrected with a makeup opportunity. Any monetary remedy, aceording 

to the Employer, would provide for the unjust enrichment of an employee 

who was compensated in this manner. It would amount to an award of 

punitive damages which are only imposed in an arbitration award unde~ 

the most exceptional circumstan~es. 

Finally, the'Employer argued that providing another opportu

nity to make up for the time missed is a we11'accepted remedy in in

dustrial relations which has been adopted by the majority of arbitra

tors absent special circumstances not present in this case. The 

Service also distinguished the award of such,damages in a holiday 

pay case on the basis of such loss being gone forever whereas the 

opportunity for makeup is clearly present in overtime 'cases. 

OPINION OF THE ARBITRATOR: 

"It is necessary at the outset. to dispose of one threshold 

contention raised by the Employer. It was contended that the agree

ment provides in Article XV that the arbitrator has no authority to 

add to, subtract from, or modify the terms of the agreement_ So it 
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does. That restriction upon the jurisdiction of the arbitrator 

must be scrupulously observed. However, to provide for an appro

priate remedy for breaches of the terms of an agreement, even where 

.~-----------------------------------------------------no speaific provision defining the nature of such remedy is to be found 

in the agreement, certainly is found within the inherent powers of-
the arbitrator'. No lengthy citations or discussion of the nature 

of the dispute resolution process which these parties have mutually 

agreed to is necessary to support such a conclusion. 
~----------------------------~---------------------------Before the Arbitrator in this proceeding is the question 

of whether the pa~tties have agreed upon, 1=h~ .. ~emedy to be' provide~. for 

breaches of the Empl.oyer's obligatio:p under Articl.e VIII, Section 5

C,-2, or, in the event they have not done so, what is an appropriate! 

remedy for such breach as did occur in the Rossville, Georgia
l 

Post 

Office. 

Article VIII-C-2 reads as' follows: 

2. Only in the letter carrier craft, when during
the quarter the need for overtime arises, emp1oyees< 
with the necessary skills having listed their names 
will be selected from the list. During the quarter 
every effort will be made to distribute equitably 
the opportunities for overtime among those on the 
list. In order to insure equitable opportunities . 
for overtime; overtime hours:worked and opportuni
ties offered. will be posted and updated quarterly. 
Recourse to the "Overtime Desired" list :is not ne
cessary in the. case of a letter carrier working on 
his own route on one of his. regularly.-scheduled __ 
days. 

There is no additional language in this Section .or in any 

other provision of the Agreement called to the ArQitrator's attention 

in this proceeding which w~u1d appear to spell out an agreement of 

these parties to remedy a breach 6f the'above-quoted proviSion in 

a specific fashion either by pro~iQing a makeup opportunity, as the 

Employer pontends is appropriate, or by providing monetary ....~ompensa

tion to the aggrieved at overtime rates for the hours misse~, as the 
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NALe desires .. 

Absent specific language in the Agreement, the intent of 
----...."..... ., 

the parties may be determined from collateral sources. As to the 

past practice revealed by this record, it would appear that the 

remedy most frequently provided has been a makeup 'opportunity.. However, 

the Union has ,furnished sufficient evidence of local practice to . 

the contrary, even ignoring settlements made on a non-precedential basis· 
! 

which the Undersigned believes must be done, to indicate a certain 

amount of inconsistency which does not make the practice totally con-

elusive evidence of intent. 

Also revealing intent of the parties is their exchanges 

during the negotiation of this and previous agreements. H~re, the 

proposals advanced'by the NALe at the 1975 as well as the 1978 ne

gotiations, when the language of this provision was the same, gives 

strong indication that the Union did not believe there was a·ciear 

right to a monetary compensation remedy to be found in the agreement 

being rel)egotiafed. It cannpt be found that the Union was' only seek

ing with these proposals to clarify a right since the testimony con-

ce~ningthase negotiations, and the respective positions of the 

parties regarding a monetary compensation remedy, indicated that the' 

USPS had clear1y contended no right to such compensation existed. 

The chief spokesman for the Union at the bargaining table strongly 

contended that such a monetary remedy was in order and thert he put 

fo~ard proposed'contract language to insure it would be provided. 

It does appear that the rejection of this proposal and the signing 

of an agreement which did not contain ~ny such language gives strong 

indiuatien that the Union is now seeking something wHich it did not 

secure in negotiations, ani agreement that breaches of Section S-C-2 

must be remedied by providing mOBetary compensation to the successful 
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grievant. 

Based upon such considerations discuss~d ab~ve, the ques

tion still ~emains how shall breaches of Section 5-C-2 be appropriate

ly remedied absent a written agreement of the parties as to a specific 

means and also absent clear and compelling evidence of their intent. 

Contrary to the contention advanced by the NALC, the weight of arbi- " 

tral opinion does not appear to support their position that an appro

priate remedy for failure to provide the proper employee with. tpe 

overtime opportunity requires that employee be m~de whole with a mone
r 

tary award equaling the potential earnings that overtime woUld have 

provided. My reading of a fair sample of awards on this issue appears 

to support a finding that providing an opportunity to make.up such 

overtime withln a reasonable time is considered an appropriate remedy 

except under certain circumstances. Obviously, when the overtime 

was awarded to a person outside the eligible pool of employees to 

whom such overtime must be awarded, such as when machinist 6vertime~is 

awarded to a m~llwright when the contract requires such oveftime be shared 

only among machinists, many arbitrators have found that monetary 

compensation to the most eligible machinist is "the appropriate remedy 

since there is no way of replenishing the ~arik of ov~rtime available 

to employees in that job classification. 

Likewise, there seems to be a general consensus that monetary 

compensation is also in order when the failure to provide the appropriate 

employee with the opportunity wa~ caused by a flagrant disregard or de

fiance of the contractual obligation, such as distribution of overtime 

based upon favoritism or some')other inappapropriate criteria. Here a 

monetary award would provide the deterrent effect which is plainly 

warranted. 
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• II 

.. 
Finally, monetary compensation is also awarded as an 

uppropriate remedy in those cases whel:'e the possibility of pro


viding an equalizing opportunity within a reasonable period of 


time is not available or only a remote po~sibility. Here again, 


those special circumstances dictate the only effective means of 


correcting the breach of an obligation to the adversely affected 


employee or employees. 


Thus, directing 1n the instant ca~e that the appropriate 

remedy for a breach of the obligation to provide an overtime opportu

nity to the proper member of the craft on the nOvertime Desired" list 

in a specific quarter must be remedied by providing an equalizing 

opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a compe~satory 

monetary 8\oJard if this is not d.~ne~ appears most appropriate. It 

was found in the case under review that the failure to compl¥ with 

Section 5-C-2 was not caused by granting such overtime to a person 

o':!tside the eligible pool, a willful'disregard or defiance of the 

contractual provision, a. deliberate attempt to grant disp'arate or 

favorite treatment to an employee or group of employees, or caused 

a situation in whi~h the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded 

within the next quarter. 

Such a disposition of the issue'ra~sed in this proceeding 

will be provided in the Award below. 

AWARD 

The issue raised in Case No;· 'NC-S-Sl+26 shall. 
be resolved in a manner consistent with the dis
cussion in the Opinion above. 

~ ...-~ ~W.", ~.v.r'
» , 

HOtvARD G. GAMSER, ARBITRATOR 
Washington, DC 
April 3, 1979 
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--------------------------------
REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL 


In the Matter of the Arbi~r~tion * 
~ 

between; 

United states Postal Servic'e 

and 

"* 
'* 
* 
* 
* 

'Gri.ev¥1t : Class Acti.on 

Post Office: Rockville, MD 

USPS Case No: KI1N-4K-C 13374003 

National Association of 
Letter Carriers, AFL,CIO 

* 
* 
* 

HALe Case No: 5013~SL-121 

--~~--------~~-----~~----~-~--~--

BEFORE: :Lawrence' ,Roberts I Arbitrator 

APPEARANCES: 

For the U. S. Postal' Service: ' Anita o. Crews 

For the 'Union: A1ton R. Branson 

Place of Heari.nq: Postal FaciJ.ity, Rockv:ille, HD 

Date of Bearing: June 3, '2014 

Date of Award: JUlie 29, 2014 

Relevant co~tract Provi'si.on: Article 15 

Contract Year: 2011 ' 

Type of Grievance: Contract 

Thi~ class 'action grievance was resolved in part by the Step B 
Team. However the step B Team. was unable to agree upon the remedy 
and ,dec1ar~ an ,impass~. The evidence' presented in this cas. ' 
supports the Union position and therefore their requested remedy is 
hereby granted. 

http:Provi'si.on
http:Heari.nq


Case i R11N-4K-C 13374003 

SUBMISSION: 

This matter came to be Arbitrated pursuant to the terms of 
the Wage Agreement·bet'ween'U.nite.d· states Postal Service and 'the 
National Assobiation of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO, the 
Parties havihg failed to resolve this matter prior to the 
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was conducted· 
on 3 June 2014 at the postal facility located in Rockville, MO, 
beginning at 9 AM. Testimony and evidence were received from 
both parties. A tr.anscriber was not used. The Arbitrator made 
a reco~d of the hearing by use of a digital recorder and 
personal notes. The Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular 
Regional Arbitrat'ion Panel in accordance with the Wag.e 

, Agreement .. 

OPINION 

BACKGROUND ,AND FACTS: 

This is a class action contract grievance filed on behalf 

of Letter ca,rri'ers working at a Rockville, MD pos1::a1 facility,. 

The Step' B Team resD,lved the case in part and declared an , 

impasse in part .. 

In part, the Step B Team "finds that a violation of the 

National Agreement has been demonstrated, in this instance and 

directs Management to adhere to the provisions, of Article 1,5 as 

ft pertains to implementatio~ of grievance settlements." 

Accordingly, the Step B Team has processed payments a"warded ,in 

Case Number K06N-4~-C 12170674. 
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Case f K11N-4K-C 13374·003 

That same Step B Team was unable to reach common ·.ground in 

their disGussiC)n regarding the additional remedy requested by 

the Union 'and· therefore decided to declare an impasse." 

The Union contends that based on the arbitr.ation decision 

the five individual names' are due $2240 for three (3) days of 

January 29-31, 2012, twenty-nine (29)" days in February 2012, 

thirty-one- '(31)' days" in- :March 2013,. thirty: (-3·0), days for April 

2012 and twenty-four days for "May of 2012. Since' the date of 

the award is August 22, 2013, the Union believes it is 
, 

reasonable to use th,e date of S.eptember 20, 2013, as the date 

the named employees should have had their money. 

The Union is requesting that the five individuals be paid 

an additional ten (lO) dollars per week starting January 17, 

2014 until the money is in the pocket of the individual named in 

the grievance and a $150 lump sum payment. In addition~ they 

request a payment of $750 to the Union to defray the obsts of 

repeatedly filing this grievance. 
/ 

Countering, the Employer contends the request of the Union 

is inappropriate and should be de~ied. 

Obviously, the Parties were unable to resolve this dispqte 

during the prior steps of the Parties Grievance-Arbitration 
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Procedure of Article 15. The Step B Team declared the impasse 

mentioned ab.ove on 17 January 2014 and the matter was referred 

to 	arbitration. 

It was found the matter was prope~ly processed through the 

prior steps of the grievance procedure. Therefore, the dispute 

is 	now before the undersigned for final d~te,rmination. 

At the hearing, th.e Parties were afforded a fair and full 

opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross, examine 

witnesses. The record was closed following the presentation of 

oral closing arguments by the respective Advocates. 

Jonrr EXHIBITS: 

1,. 	 Agreement, between the National Association of Letter Carri.ers 
Union, AFL~CIO ~nd the US Postal Service. 

2. Grievance Package· 


2A. Step B Decision KOIN-4K-C 02186025 


t:lN:tON'S POSITiON: 

'The Union identifies this dispute to be a non-compliance' 
issue. According to the Onion, the Employer failed to make a 
timely pay adj us.tment . 

The Union points out the merits .have alre~dy b~~n decided 
and the matter in this. dispute is that of remedy ,only. The 
Union requests their reme<;iy mentioned in their Undisputed Facts 
and Contentions found within that Step B Decision be granted. 

And· Union also asks the local be awarded a sum due to the 
~act it'was'necessary'to fil~ such an otherwis~ unnecess~ry 
'grievance simply in order to obtain payment 'from a grievance 
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that had already been settled. The Union requests a 
reimbursement of $750 be made in that regard. 

The Union insists this is an appropriate remedy given the 
fact this has been a"past i.ssue at'·,this Rockville facility. The 
Employer, according to the Union, has continued to delay pay 
adjustments in th~ City. 

According' to the 'Union, the Employer failed to meet at the 
Formal Step A and failed to provide any supporting evidence to 
the case file record in this instance. 

While the Management Step B Adv~cate did state a position, 
the Union asks that no consideration be given to this since 
Articlfe. '15. mandates. that, requi.remep.:t ·to he at, the Step A level. 
The Union insists this would be a new argument ,and cannot be 
recognized at arbitration. . 

The. fact of the matter is, according to the Union, ,that 
Ma'nagement has not presented any contentions within this 

,particular case file. 

Simply put, the Union mentions their only gain in this 

matter is Management IS cqm.pliance w,ith a prior grievance 

settlement. And in that light, the Union asks their request in 

this matter be granted. 


COMPANY'S POSiTION: 

Management claims the settlement request made by the Union' 
.in this ,matter is ,improper. 

'JIhe Employer i.nsists any 'payment to the., Local is improper 
as the Service is al~eady paying their representat~ves to 
participate in the grievance process. ' 

The Agency, argues the Union interprets the JCAM only to the 
Union's benefit ,inst.ead of accepting it at face value. 

The Employer Advocate totally disagrees with the local 
union being paid in this matte,r as a part of the remedy. 

The Service also claims ·there was no language in the prior 
award stating that payment had to be made by a 'specific date~, 
It is the claim of the Employer Advocate that any delay was not 
on purpose. 

Management also insists the Grievant's, should not be 
receiving additional monies relative to t,hat prior award. 
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The Employer requests the Union's requested remedy be 

denied. 


THE ISSUE: 

Did Management violate but not limited to Article 15 when 
they ,failed to timely,pay for the five individuals listed in 
arbitration #K06N-4K-C 12170674 and if so, what is the 
appropriate remedy? 

PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS: 

ARTICLE 15 

DISCUSSION AND FrNDINGS: 

In th~ first· portion of this record, the Step B Team noted 

a violation of the N~tional Agreement and thus dire.cted payment 

as ordered per case styled K06N-4K-C 12170674. And the impasse 

resulted from a request by t'he Union for an additional remedy. 

And to that end, -paramount in my decision, in the prior 

steps of the grievance procedure, there was no Objection by the 

Employer to the formal Step. A remedy request made 'by the Union. 

However, in the Employer's, verbal opening stat,emeI).t, there 

were several contentions made by the Agency regarding the 

Union' 5 reques·ted remedy. However, in my considered opinion, 

the language of the Parties Agr'eement is absolute. Any Employer 

contention not ¢ited at Step A cannot be considered. 
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Cont.rolling in this instant case is the language found in 

Article' ,15 .. .2' Formal Step A,·' (d)·, wherein both Parti.es are 

required to make ~ full and detailed exchang.e at the Formal Step 

A. And it all must be reduced to writing. As I'm sure the 

Parties are aware, no new facts or argument (5) may be introduced 

beyond that' point. The Step B Team may expand or further argue 

"any Step,.A, contention·,,, .howeve:r:, . new' ,argument, .object.ions or 

contentions beyond Formal Step A cannot be considered. 

And to' that end the "USPS Rep.resentativ.e' s Steb B 


Position," extracted from Joint Exhibit 2, reads as follows: 


"The case'fi1e was absent any cont.entions or 
,supporting ~ocmnentation from the Management Fo~l. 
step A Representative. The fo1,l.ow.i.nq is' p~ovided 
for cODsideration.... " 

The undersigned is of the considered opinion the last 

S'entence noted -above is simply too late at Step B.. The' 

.Employer, by n,ot presenting any Formal A objections, simply 

waived any right to do.so at a later date. For Article 15 makes 

no exclusions to '. the language of Article 15.2 Formal Step A (d). 

The Union introduced a 'requested remedy at the F,ormal S:tep 

A and it became part of the record. There was no objection 

rais,ed by the' Employer at the Form,al Step A. .In fact, the 

Employer failed to m'ake any stat.ement of facts or contractual 
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provisions relied upon. It was the Employer's choice to do so, 

however, failure to raise any arguments at Formal Step A bars 

·the introducti.on of. any' .objection .or . argument beyond that point. 

And with that said t the Employer waived their right to raise an 

objection to any argument presented by the Union at arbitration. 

And on that basis, I am of the considered opinion the . 

. Employer. is,,·now.b.arredfrom.. coming .to ·arbi·tration ..a·nd arguing 

that a requested Formal Step A remedy requested by the Union is 

irrational. Instead, again, in my view, the Employer should 

have made their.argument(s} regarding any requested remedy at 

the Formal Step A level. 

And even though the Parties settled the dispute itself, the 

rules set forth in Article 15 do not change. Article 15 creates 

an even ground that allows both Parties an equal oppqrtunity t·o 

present their case. And ·any suggested or requested remedy 

becomes part of the re·qord. However, once the dispute extends 

beyond that point, any argument, inqluding remedy, becomes moot. 

This is according to Article 15.2 Step·B (c) which states: 

"The written .Step .B joint report shal.l state the 
reas·ons in detail and 'shall include' a statement of 
any additional facts and contentions not previously 
set forth in the record of ·the grievance as appea1ed 
from Fo:rm.a.l St:.ep A .. " 
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It is clear the Employer did not ·argue any of the Union's 

requested remedy prior to a.rbitration. Either party cannot 

sandb9-g until St'ep.Band p;resent thei.r entire cas.e. Therefore, 

',any argument made by the Employer at arbitration regarding 


remedy, simply cannot be considered . 


. And with that in mind, I have no other' choice than to grant 

the Union"s'r~qu~$t,ed. ,Fo.rmal 8.tep A remedy request. 

I found the rem~dy requested by the Union to be fair and 

r~asonable considering all of the circumstance.s surrounding this 

matter .. 

I agree with the rationale of Arbitrator E1ien S. 

provided in K11N-4K-C 13294700, at this same location, 

2014: 

"The monetary award is meant to be corrective 
and to enoouraqe contractual cOlIII?liance.. The 
Azhitrator was presente~ by the. Union with a packet 
of Arb.itrator"s de~sions with monetaryawa:r.d.s in 
similar situatl.ons.. In tl1e same way that discip1.ine 
is 'meant to be, corrective ',and i.s progressi.ve if 
necessa~, s~ should monetary awards be in ,these 
situations." 

And in that light, I agree with Arbitrator Saltiman with 

the tho~ght regarding progression. The Parties Agreement cannot 

be read in a vacuum. Article 16 suggests progressive 
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discipline. And a corrective remedy for the viola,tion by the 

Employer should be considered in the same re'gard. 

I do not cdnsider the requested remedy by the Union to 

arbitrary or unr.easonable. I believe there to be an 

guideline within the Wage Agreement that creates an equal 

playing field by a~d between the Parties. And the language of 

.. that same Agl';eeIt~:~.t:lt, dqe,s"nqt ,e~clude, a .punitive award. And 

given the disregard for the discipline of Article 15, a 

award is certainly within the boundaries of the Parties 

Agreement .. 

punitive 

What the Union requests'in this case is 

timely sett'lament payments. 

First of all, this is a matter that is not directly defined 

via any Agreement language. Instead; this subject is one of 


those issues that fall under the general umbrella known as 


reasonableness. Again, that is a broad term when seeking 


specific guidance. 


And there is not a single answer. I'm quite cert~in there 

are instances that ,require longer periods of calculation to 

. arrive ,at an agreed upon settlement .. 
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However, in the case of a defined payment I, whether it is 

reacheo by and between the Parties or an arbitrator l the payment 

.should process within· ,the- pay period. And it. is understandable -
that some decisions may be reached or received at the very end 

of a pa.rticula.r pay period. 'And in cases such as this, it would 
>.---

only be reasonable to delay until the following pay period. 

thei.r· ~pening·..s·t'ate:m~nt:,. th.e Employer. Advocat-e 

was nothing in the contract or 

.in the award that this payment must be made by a 

The award did not 'state that.fl This is a most 

absurd observation cutting to the core 

the arbitrator didn't say 

certain date. 

unreasonable and 

of Article 15 intent. 

The following language written by the Step B Team·in a 

26 September 2013 Decision labeled KllN-4K-C 13272222 is most 

applicable to this instant case: 

"Tbe DRP vas designed to facilitate resol.ution of 
grievances at the lowest po.!}si.ble ~evel." Both 

. Management and the Union are ohl'iqated t.o specific 
requirements under Articl.e .15. Hanagement.f s, failure 
to meet ~d/or provide writt~n contentions affir.m1nq 
or refuting ~e cla~s of the Union hind~r 
resol.utioD of th~ dispute at'the l.ower level.s and 
d~nies t~em their abi1i~ to chal.lenge the facts 
presented on any given qrievance~ 

When this ciroumstance occurs, as herein., the Team 
is Obl.iqated to rely on the documentat~on provided 

,...----}-". 	a.s .an undisputed factual. accounting' of- events, in ~ 
order t.o· respIve the dispu.te, as has been done in 

". this instance." 
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E~en the local Parties recognize that the absence of Step 'A 

contentions formulate acquiescence and bar any further 

.objection. And, that is exac,1;:.ly what. h.as happened in this 

matter. The Employer failed tq present any argument or dispute 

any of the fact relative to this matter at Step A. 

Therefore, with all of the above reasoning, the 

is her.eby 

Onion's 

requested remedy f·oHn9.: on. )?a.g:e .15, ,of Joi.nt Exhibit· ..2 

reading as follows: 

,ig .. Remedy requested: Immediately pay e.ach of 
the fol~owing five Carriers $2,340.00. Y. Chang, 
K. ~am., s. Yang, S .. Benq and L. Pan. In addition to 
this, iiDmed.:iately.pay each of the above l.isted. five 
Carriers a l.ump sum of $1.5~. 00 due to the payment 
being untimely_ Also, immediately pay the 
aforementioned five Carriers ten dollars per week 
from January 17,' 2014 until the above five Carriers 
recei.ve their due money .. 

The Union ~s a~so requesting (so ordered) 
payment of $750.00 payable to NALc,Branch 3825 
he~p de£ra.y ..the ..costs, .of haring ,·to· repeated1y .qr.ieve 
untim.~ly pay adj·u~tments. 

Nanaqemen~ wi~~ cease and desistbeinq untimely 
concerning pay adj·u~rtm.eni;.s. 

It is so ordered. 
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AWARD 

The grievance.. is· sustained and Union's requested remedy is 

granted in accordance with the above. 

Dated: June 29, 2014 
Fayette County PA 
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REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL 


, In the Matter of the Arbitration } Grievant: Class Action 
} 

/ 
between } Post Office: Rockville, Maryland 

} Bninch382S 
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 	 ) US~S No~: KIIN4KC13294700 

} BRANCH ORlEV ANCE No.:5413AB003 
} NALC DRT No.: 13-285122 

and 	 } 
} 

NATIONAL ASSOCIA nON OF } 

LEITER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO } 


} 

-----------------------------}, 
BEFORE: ARBI~TOR ELLEN S. SALTZMAN 

APPEARANCES: 

For the U. S. Postal Service: Ms. Jamelle Y. Wood, 'Labor Relations Specialist and 
'Phyllis Busch, T.A. 

For the Union: Mr. Alton Branson, NALC Advocate, Region 13 

Place ofHearing: Rockvill~ Post Office; ~OO N. Washington Stree~, Rockville, MD 

Date ofHearing: March 19,2014 

AWARD: Sustained 

Date of Award: April 20, 2014, 

PANEL: NALC Region 13IUSPS Capi~ Metrq Area Regular Panel 

Award Su~m~ry' 

1. The seventy ..five (75.00) dollars req~ed qy the Union fOf the untimely pay 

adjustment is an appropriate remedy fOf the Article 15 violation determined by the Step B Team. 


, 2. The seventy-five (75.00) dollar award to the Union for the untimely pay adjustment must be received 
by the Union no later than May 31, 2014 to avoid an additional penalty. , ' 

3. Ifthe Union has not received the seventy-five (75.00) dol1ars, by May 31, 2014~ Management'will 
pay an additional penalty in the ~ount QfSS.OO per cJay beginningJune 1,2014. 

4. If~e ~nio~ has still not receiv~ th~ sev.enty-five (75.00) dollars by June 3Otb~ 2014, beginning ~uly 1, 
2014, the penalty will ~:increase4 to SlO.OO'per.day untUsuch time local management pays the $75.00 
dollars ~d the to~lofthe additional penalties.' , 

~ 

Ellen S. Saltzman, Esq. 



In acc~rdance with the 2011 National Agreement betWeen the National 

Association ofLetter Camers & the United States Postal Service, (Joint Exhibit 

No.1), the Undersigned was selected to hear and finally decide the Union's claim 

that a monetary remedy is warranted in this matter. 

The issue as,originally stated in the Step, B Decision, (It .. 2, p. 33): J?id 

Management violate, but not limited to, Article 15 ofthe National Agreement 

when they failed to comply with grievance settlement #50-12..SL09 in a t~ely 

manner, ~d if so, what is the appropriate remedy. 

Decision: The Step B Team ·has decided to RESOLVB this c~e in part and declare 

an IMPAS~E in part. 

Resolved: The Team has determined $at Management did violate Articles 15 of, 

the National Agreem~nt in this instance. 

Impas~~d: The Team was unable to reach common ground in'their discussion of 

an appropriate remedy fo~ the Article 15 violation found herein. On the issue of 

appropri~te remedy, the Step B te;:\m has, decided to declare an Impasse .. 

Accordingly, the only remainjng issue is that ofappropriate remedy. 

At the hearing the parties s~ipulated to the following .i~sue: 

Is the seventy-five (75.09) d9~lars requested, by ,the Union for 
the untimely pay adj~$W,l~f1t $e appropriate remedy for the Article 15 
violation determine4 ~r .~e St~ B Team? 

The parties were represent~ ~d w~e ~fforded a full and fair opportunity to 
:., ~ . 

present relevant evidence, to prese~t witnesses and to cross~exam~e. The witness 

was sw~m., ' ,Witn~sses for the Unio~: Alt<>n B~8nson, NALC Advocate and 
. . . '. 

Formal Designee arid Kenneth Lerch, President, NALC Branch 3825. There were 
, , 

no witnesses for Management. ' 

1J1e Arbitrator has given full and fair consideration to all arguments 
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made by the parties and all facts ,?f record and all cited contractual provisions 
'. 

and submitted A wards and Step B Decisions in deciding this grievance. 

Based on all of the evidence presented and arguments made,·the Arbitrator 

. renders this Opinion and Award. 

RELEVANT CO~TRACT PROViSlONS 
Articles 15,and 19 

This grievance was initially filed to protest manag~mentts violation of 

Article 15 and 19 ofthe National Agreement by its failure to effectuate a timely 

pay adjustment to the Uni0D:. The B Te~ resolved as stated in pertinent p~ (Jt.2, 

pg.4): 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this 
case, the Team finds that in this instance, Management did 

. violate the·Naqonal Agreement. In a c9ntractual case such as 
this, the "bur~~!1 pfpr~f.~ rests with the Union to provide 
sufficient docU.iij,~x).tht~qp: t9 support that some provision(s) of 
the National ~gfe~W~q.~ h~ been violated., It was undisputed in 
the file that the';pay~ents granted in grievance #54-13-RW033 
on Apri126, 2Q131~',We~ not paid. The Team finds this lengthy 
delay to be ou:t~~~~ Qf t1i.~ parameters ofbeing n a "timely 
manner" and thus, this determination forms the basis for the 
finding of a vioiiJtion' ofth~ National Agreement in this 
instanee. .! .' . 

.	The task then bec9mes that ofap appropriate remedy, for the . 
violation. It was undisputed. that the payment has not been 
completed. The Union advanced that due to the ongoing 
history ofRockv~lle Management failing to render payments in 
a timely. manner, ~d given·the previous re~edies granted for 
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similar violation. It is with respect to an,appropriate remedy 
that the Team was unable to reach a resolution. Relevant to the 
appropriat~ remedy for the prese~t yiolation, th~ Team has 

. reached an IMPASSE... 

The remedy, is the remaining issue and the only issue of'this arbitration. 
, , 

The Incident date is April 26~ 2013. Informal Step A of the grievance was 

initiated on July 24, 2013; the Step A Formal meeting was initiated on August 6, 

2013; the grievance was received at Step'B on' August 19, 2013 and the Step B 

Decision ofRESOLVEIIMPASSE is originally dated September 30, 2013. 

Another STEP B Decision ~ted Oct~ber 1 0, ~O13 followed this. This Step 

B decisio~ is· a revision ofthe Res~lvelImpasse decision decided on Septen;tber 

20, 2013. The Step B Team in that decision indicated that Management had' not 

included any contentions and upon further review, the parties agreed that 

Management did in: fact include' contentions. Based upon these contentions, the 

parties amended this decision an4 ~e Step B Representative amended their 

positions accordingly. The Step ~ Te~. ~~~~sions on both dates are identical. 

CONTENTIqt.!.~,OJ! ~~E UNION 
: :", ~ 'j • , " 

The Union believes it haS ~~~ its bur~eJ;l of proof and the remedy should be ' . ,".... ~ 

, , 

granted due to the continuous viql~tiQ~ in the past and present. As agreed by the 

parties at the national level, moneqry remedies are .appr~priate where the record is 

clear in circumstances where the violation is egregious or de1ib~te or after local 

Management has received previous ins~ctional resolutions on the same issue and 

it appears that a "cease and desist" rem~dy h~ nQt been sufficien~ to insure fi:tture 
contract compliance. A~ditiona~ly, the'Agreement states that the parties may wish 

, . 

to consider a further, apPf(;)priate remedy to the injured party to emphasize the 
" ... ~ 
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commitment of the parties to contractual complianc~. 

The Union, has 'shown that Management has violated Article 15 of the . 

National Agreement and precedent setting Step B Decisions ~n a number of 

occasions 'and has also done so on pre-arbitration settlement agreements, Step'B 

Decisions and Formal Step'A grievance resolution~ on the very same issue. None 

of the previoUs resolutions has fixed the problem with management making 

untimely pay adjustments. ' 

The Union believes the remedy requested is reasonable and necessary to 
, . . 

impress upon Management that it must abide by the National Agreement. and the 

instructions from Mr. Potter and Mr. Donahoe regarding the responsibility to 
, . 

comply with arbitration awards and grievance settlettlents and adherence to the 
, . 

provisions ofour labor agreements. 

The Union requests ihat the Arbitrator disregard the new arguments raised 
by Management in its' opening statement as they were not raised prior to this 

hearing~ , 

The Union bel~eves the re~'4Y requeste~ is reasonable, necessary an~ not 

punitive. The Union respectfully ~qRuest~ $at the Arbitrator grant the Union's 

requested remedy. 

CONTENTIONS OF MANAGEMENT 

At the hearing, Managemen~ raise~ ~ontention~ that were objected to by the 

,Union b~ca~~ th~y'~~~'n()~ contentions $at were timely made and were not, 

conta~ed in the re-v~s~d 'Step' B' De~ision or in the Fo~al A Conte~tions.. Article 

15.2 requires that the parties at-Formal Step A make 'contentions. The JCAM 15.2 

, Step B ,(c) requires that the written Step B joint report shall state the reasons in 
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detail and shall include a statement ofany additional facts and contentions not 
. , 

. previously set forth in the'record ofthe grievance as appealed from the Formal 

Step A. ~e Step B team will attach a list ofall documents included in,the file. 

For these reasons, I am going to consider the. contentions as stated in the 
Formal A Decision Letter, dated July 17,2013, (Jt.2, pg. 110-111) and. as iticluded 

in the Step.B decision; (Jt.2., pg. 4.) which was revised to include Management 

Contentions and presented by Management's Advocate: 

Management contends that there was no violation ' 
ofArticle IS and 19 on a repeated basis by Management 
staff currently assigned to the location and has worked, 
with· the Union to resolve 'all matters at the lowest 
possible level. They maintain that the individuals that 
they are citing are no longer in the Rockville installation 
and the Union desires payment for,an issue that has never 
been given the opportunity to correct. They further state 
that to group all ofRockville together and not to address 
the facility in its~lf is' unf~ir. 
, , 

Additionally, Management asserts that it will not offer excuses as to why'lt . 

took six (6) months to process the payment but asserts that the Union could have 

:o,egotiated an effectuation date 4~~~ ~e s~~ement process at Formal A level and 
. , 

f~iled to do so. Management also ,s~~~ ~~ tJtis egregious payment that the Union 
'" . . 

is requesting will provide an unj~~ ~nri~hmen~ to the Union as,the Union is 


already paid dues from its membe~ to cover various costs includ.iJig the ' 

. . 

"administrative" cost offiling !¢eVailces. M~agement's position is that the Union 
:. . 

has already been improperly paid $550.00 (ro~ the Postal Service to "defray 
, , 

administrative cost'~; and have n~ rfdu~e~ th~ amount of money the~ collect from 

their m~mbers. Management 'asse~ th~t this egregious payment would provide an 

unjust emichment to the Union. 

Management insists that this sh~uld b" considered a punitive request and be 
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denied. For these reasons, Management requests that t~e Arbitrator d~ny this 

grievance in its entirety and deny the U ~ion its requested remedy. 

DISCUSSION & OPINION 

In this contractual grievance, the Union bears the burden ofproof. Based 

on the evidence and testimony, the Union has upheld its' burden ofproof. The 

Union has demonstrated successfully that a compensatory remedy is appropriate to 

emphasize ~e commitment of the partie~ to contract compliance and to 

compensate the Union for the additional time, effort and costs of arbitration that 

....
(Jt.2, p.19) 

I.THE CONTRACT VIOLAT~q~ 
. '. 

The B Team de~ided that M~a~e~e~t did violate the ~ational Agreement . 

by not paying. the payment of$5 ~.p..P9: It !t~4 ~~ed to pay on. April 26, ~O13 ~ the 

Formal Step A Resolutio~ (Jt.2, p~,19) signed by Kenneth .Lerch, l!nion 

Repre'sentati~e .and Larry Martin, then Statio" Manager in Potoma~. The Formal 

Step A Resolution states in part: 

Management violated the Rockville UnioQ. Time Policy 
on Janu~ 19,2013. Hundreds ofsettlements on this 
issue h~ye.~e~ s~.~ed at Step i:l, FormalA.:· and Irifomuil 
A including ·sevetaJ. agreements made at: . ' 
'Labor!M~agement meetings which included signed 
minutes." , " 

Consisten~ with the five 'arbitrations cited by the Union in 

this grievance concerning non-compliance, NALC 
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Branch 3825.is hereby paid a lump sum of$550.00 to 
defray the administrative costs in handli~g this repeat 
violation. 

2. MANAGEMENT'S MISSED OPPORTUNIES TO RESOLVE THIS 

GRIEVANCE AT THE LOWEST LEWL ' 


When the Union had not receiyed payment on the above by July 24, ~013, it 

, fil,ed ano~er grievance, which is this instant matter. While going through the 
. , 

required Steps ofthis second grievance procedure, The l!nion offered to withdraw 
. . 

the grievance and the request for tJ:te $75.00 ifManagement would pay the $550.00 
. . , 

it had agreed .to pay in the April 26, 2013 Formal A Resolution. Management 

refused and the grievance proceeded. In fact, even at the hearing, Management 

was still argUing that it should not h~ve to pay the $550.00. 
. ' 

Artic~e l5, Section 3 ofthe National Agreement expects tha~ good faith 


observance by representatives will result in ~e resoluti9n ofgrievEPlces at the 


lowest possible step. In this matter, Management refused two opportunities to 

, ' ' 

resolve this matter at the lowest po~sible steps. The flrSt was' by not timely paying 

the Formal Step A .ResQlu~on dated April, 26, 2013 .. 'The second was by not 

agreeing to pay the $550.00 durin~ at the Steps ofthis instant grievance. 
. I . 

Management has also failed tp adhere to the instructions'from high ranking 

USPS Officials ..For ex.arp.ple, Fomier USPS Postmas~ General John E. P~f;ter 
instructed in his letter dated February 23,2009, (Jt.2; p.20) that we must adhere to, 

the provisions ofour labor agreement as they are our word' and our pledge of 

fairness to our employees. Then Vice-President, Labor Relations, Mr. Potter 

wrote, (Jt.2, p.22) instructed Human Resource Managers, in pertinent part: 

It h~ been brought to (>ur attention that we have an 
mcreasinS problem with postal managers not complying 
with arbltration awar4s and grievance settlements, 
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especially back pay awards •. 

Arbitration awards and grievance settlements are tinal 
and binding. Compliance is not an option, but a 
requirement.... No manager or supervisor has the 
authority to override ail arbitrator's award or a signe~ 
grievance settlement. 

Please take affirmative steps to ensure that all arbitration 
awards and grievance settlemen~ are complied with in a 
timely fashion. Failure to do so only damages our 
credibility with both our ,employees and our unions. 

On May 31, 20Q2, Patti-ck R. Do~ahoe, then Chief Operating Officer and 
, , 

Executive Vice President ofthe USPS wrote to Vice Presidents, Area Operations 

Manager C~pita1 Metro Operations on the subject ofArbitration Award . . 

Compliance, (Jt.2, pg. 21) in part: 

... While all managers are aware 'that settlernents reached 
in any stage ofthe grievance/arbitration procedure 'are 
final and binding, I want to reiterate our policy on this . 
. subject. 
Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance 

I settlements is not optional. No manager or supervisor . 
has the authority to ignore or override an arbitrator's . 
aWt\l"d or a signed grievance settlement. Steps to comply 

. with arbitration awards 'and grievance settlements should 
be taken in a 'timely manner to avoid the perception of 
non~cotnpliance, and those' steps should documented.· .. 

Management did not present ~y testimony or evidence ofany change in the 

above instructions and positions ofManaSement Officials referred to within which 
, . 

could justify its' disregard for the Formal A Agre~ment to tiJ:ne1y pay the $550.00. 
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, . 
3. HOW LONG SJlOULD IT HAVE TAKEN MANAGEMENT TO PAY 
THE UNION THE $550.001 

The Union waited three months for Management to pay the $550.00 prior to 

filing this grievance. Management offers no excuse that it could not have been 
. . 

timely pai~. In' fact, the record ~dicates otherwise. 

The'record reveals that 'Management did not process the payment until after 

the First Step B De~ision date of September 30,2013, (It. 2, p.7). Management 

first initiated the payment of$550.00 on October 3,2013, (Jt.4). On October 3, 
, , 

'3013, Supervisor Customer Support, Kristy Park, completed a two page 

Prearbitrati~n or Agency Settlement Worksheet instructing that $550.00 be paid to 

NALC Branch 3825. The check was issued on October 11, 2013.., In sum~ it took 

less than ten days for the check to be Issued. 

4. THE HARM 

Documen~ed above is that local managemen~ did not honor the Formal A 

Agreement. In addition to the negative$ ofthese actions cited by Messrs. Potter 

and Do~ahoe, t4e Union suffers incr('ased costs by the filing ofrepetitive 

grievances ~ does Management. l\4~~em~nt's failure to'~ake timely payment 
," . 

as the result ofa Formal A Resolqtiop r~sulted' in a waste ofmoney; people time, 

energy, and resources. Additionally, by not honoring the agreement, there can be 

damage' to the parties' relatio~hip. 1:1J.e Union also feels it suff~rs harm to its 

image as well as its relationship with the employees it represents whenever ' 

Management fails to ~eep its cOmrriftnientS. 

5. PRIOR HISTORY AND THE APPROpRIATE REMEDY 
, ' 

The Union has offered into evidence a packet ofSTEP B Decisions, (Union 
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~ order to 

1),all from. the Rockville installation. The packet contains recent cases concerning' 
. . . 

Management's 'failure to implement pay adjustments and the remedies awarded by 
•• t • 

the Step B Team. 

For example, in USPS GATS # KIIN-4K-C 13299950, Branch Grievance # 

53-13-KA48 decided 10/9/2013, the Step B team granted an additional lump. sum 

payment ofS150.000 to L Barksd~e in consideration ofthe long documented 

history 'of similar viola~ions in the Rock~ille Installation. ~e Step B team 

explained why: 

As it pertains to the additiona1lump sum payment to the 
Grievant due to the ongoing issues with Rockville 
Management falling to timely implement pay' , 
adjustments and the subsequent necessity to file this 
instant dispute to obtain compliance; the file contained 
200 +/- pages ofprevious informal and Formal 'Step A 
settlements, Step B decisions and Pre-Arbitration 
agreements where the parties 1) agreed to similar 
violatiou$7 2) gave "cease arid desist' directives and 3; 
granted IttnlP sum payments up to $125.00 as remedy. 
These settlements also include Step B Team warnings 
thai continued non ...compliance may result in additional 
remedie~ tQ ensure contract compliance. 
The Tea:tn concurs that these settlements are persuasive 
that Rockville Management is fully aware oftheir 
obligation to implement pay adjustments in a timely 
manner, yet similar violationS continue even after 
warnings of a4ditional remedies. ' ______ 

There is no specific contra~t language prohibiting monetary awards. Step 

B Teams as well. as Arbitrators' havt;', issued monetary awards in situations such as 

this where there are cQntinuous viola~i~n~ bo~.past and:pre~nt 

encourage contractual compliance iD.,the future. 
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----

___ 

IN,CONCLUSION 

The Union has upheld its' burden to prove that a monetary award' of seventy
, ' 

five ($75.00) dollars is appropriate in this matter. Local Management's actions in 

this m~tter are deliberate. Local Management had opportunities to correct its' 

failure to honor its' fonnalA Resolution and failed to do so. If it had done so, it 

could have avoided the monetary a~ard. ~e record is clear that this is a long 

standing problem and local management's behavior is repetitive and deliberate. 

When reviewing the entire record presented before this Arbitrator, local 

Management'~ actions are egregious.' 

__ 
, 

~e monetary award is meant to be corrective and to encourage contractual 

comeliance. The Arbitrator was presented by the Union with a packet Qf 

Arbitrator's decisions wi~ monetary awards in similar situations. In the same way 

that discipline is meant to be coiT~ctlve anq is progressive ifnecessary, so should 
, , 

monetary awards be in thes~ situati~~~. 'J11e many prior monetary remedies for 

untimely pay adjustments have b~~~ $'7?·90 8114 high~r. 
I 
I 

The Union has,requested a~75.00 m~~etary remedy and I grant it for the 

failure of local Management to not ~bide 'by the Fonnal A Resolution .. This . : . .~ 

, . 

monetary ~emedy ,:ill only partia~lr ~~mpensate the Union for the unneces~ary 

expenses, time and people efforts '~l necessary be~a~se of local management's' 

failure to honor-its own Fonnal A ~~solution and timely issue th~,~ay adjustment. 

. As evidence, (Jt.4), has dem~~trated how much time it takes to have a 

ch~k i~sued.lwi1l:be requiring a ~te certain by which the Union must receive 

this monetary award. I will include t~e for Matla:gement to receive my award'and 

three (3) times the ten (lO)·days M~ement demonstrated it took to have the 

check issued. Ifthe monetary awar~ is not received by this date certain, then there 
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will be an addition~ penalty. The additional penalty is intended to add incentive to 

encourage contractual ~ompliance for Management to make timely payments and 
. . , 

to hopefully avoid a further grievance on this matter. 

~--~--~------~~------------~ 
Therefore~ based on the facts' and circumstances. of this particular case, the 

Undersigned issues the following' award~ 

AWARD 

1. The seventy-five (75.00) dollars requested by the Union for the untimely 
pay adjustment is an appropriate remedy for the Article 15 violation 
determ~ed by the . Step B Team. 

2. The seventy-five (1.5.00) dollar award to the :Union for the untimely pay 
adjustment must be received by the Union no later than May 31,2014 t9 
avoid an additional penalty. 

3. Ifthe Uruon has not received the seventy-five (75.00) dollars by May 31, 
2014, Management will pay an additional penalty in the amount of$S.OO 
~r day begiIining June 1,2014. . 

4. If the Union has still not received the seventy-five (75.00) by June ~oth, 
2014, beginning July· 1, 2014 the penalty will be increased to $10.00 per 
day Wltil such time Management pays the $75.00 dollars and $e total ofthe 
addi~ona1 penaltie~. > 

April 20, 2014 
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